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Welcome to the 2022/2023 Findlater & Co. Give Wine a Future portfolio! 
 
The Give Wine a Future movement was born of the realisation that there is an urgent need for 
Ireland's wine industry to take action and lead by example on climate change. There have been 
increasingly devastating climate-related events in Europe over recent years, including wild fires, 
extensive flooding, heatwaves and drought. We are facing a tipping point and without a 
commitment to climate action across from industry and society at large, this crisis will become a 
catastrophe.  
 
Climate action means a commitment to a holistic model of sustainable business and for  wine, it 
goes beyond organic and biodynamic farming. In fact, the biggest carbon footprint for wine 
producers is everything outside of the vineyard - soil management, water management, energy 
use, packaging, transport and local community.  
 
Big businesses have the power to drive change. Our aim is to educate and inform the wine trade, 
in order to help them to make informed choices and educate the consumer in turn. By working 
together, as individuals and as corporate entities, we can bring about real and lasting change and 
mitigate against the worst effects of climate change. 
 
This portfolio lists a collection from producers who go above and beyond in their efforts to be 
sustainable, across the entirety of their business. They lead by example when it comes t o climate 
action and we are proud to represent them and bring their wine to you.  
 
Thank you, 
 
 
Richard Moriarty, 
 
 
Wine & Spirit Director  
 
Findlater & Co. 

 
 

*Although vintages were correct at time of publication, they may be subject to change at any time. 
 
  

Wine Styles abbreviated as follows: 
 
White – W 
Red – R 
Rosé – Ro 
Sparkling - Sp 
Sweet – Sw 
Fortified – F 
Non-Alcoholic - NA 
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Glossary of Terms and References 
 
All of the wines in this portfolio booklet are sustainable, in other words, the producers are going above 
and beyond in their efforts to promote biodiversity, avoid artificial chemicals or fertilisers in the vineyards 
and in the winery, conserve and recycle water, reduce energy consumption, pay fair prices for grapes, 
implement long-term contracts for workers and support their local community. Where wines are marked 
with (S) this means that the estate or winery is certified sustainable. Other certifications held by wine 
estates or producers will be marked with a bracketed reference, as indicated in the following glossary 
list.  
 

• Biodynamic certification (B) 
This may also be referred to as “Demeter certified”, the accreditation body for biodynamic farming, not 
just wine. Biodynamic wine means vineyards are farmed organically and biodynamic practices, 
following lunar cycles and treating the vineyards with natural “biodynamic” preparations, also apply. It’s 
generally low intervention in the winery – natural yeast fermentation, no new oak and minimal SO2 
added.  
 

• Biodynamic practices (BV) 
This refers to producers who practice organic and biodynamic farming, but may not adhere to all of the 
biodynamic treatments or lunar phases, therefore opt out of certification.  
 

• Cover crop 
A cover crop is a plant that is used primarily to slow erosion, improve soil health, enhance water 
availability, smother weeds, help control pests and diseases, increase biodiversity and bring a host of 
other benefits. On vineyards, it refers to the growth between the rows of vines, that are left rather than 
being tilled. 
 

• Green Washing 
A term used to describe businesses or individuals who market themselves as sustainable or 
environmentally-friendly in their practices and processes, but their green credentials would not stand 
up to scrutiny if examined.  
 

• Herbicide free 
Herbicides are essentially chemical weed killers, so if a producer is herbicide-free, it means that they 
manage grass and weed growth through ploughing and tilling. Some vine-growers also use sheep and 
other animals to manage grass growth.  

 

• HVE certification (HVE) 
 
HVE “Haute Valeur Environmentale” is an accreditation body in France, that awards farmers and 
growers who take a measured approach from wine cultivation to bottling. It has three levels of 
accreditation: Level 1 indicates a “basic knowledge” of sustainable practices; Level 2 certification 
means growers must adhere to 16 environmental standards and Level 3 is the highest award measuring 
things like soil health, plant health, no artificial herbicides or pesticides, water management and 
promotion of biodiversity.  
 

• Lightweight Glass 
Bottle weight has come under the spotlight in the last 10 years or so, with writers like Jancis Robinson 
including it, and commenting on it, in her tasting notes. There has been an implicit understanding that 
a heavier bottle implies a better wine, which is not the case and glass production and glass recycling 
are major contributors to the carbon footprint of the wine industry.  

 

• Low intervention winemaking 
Although not legally defined, low intervention winemaking generally means a hands-off approach in the 
vineyard and the winery – i.e. native yeasts, less new oak, light-or-no fining, no filtration etc 

 

• Lutte Raisonnée 
Translating as “logical battle” this terms refers to wine makers who manage vineyards sustainably, 
avoiding chemical treatments. The philosophy is to only intervene with minimal sprays or treatments if 
the crop is threatened by anomalous weather or climatic events.  

https://demeter.net/demeter-products/wine/
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• Minimal intervention winemaking  
Although not legally defined, this term usually means that there is as little interference with the 
winemaking as possible, for example, natural yeast fermentation, only old oak or no oak used for 
maturation, minimal battonage, little or no punching down, light pressing, lower SO2 levels (often only 
added at bottling). 
 

• Natural/wild yeast fermentation 
This means that the grapes are fermented using the  native yeasts from the vineyard, that are found on 
the skins of the grape. No cultured or artificial yeasts used. 
 

• Natural wine (N) 
A movement that has developed a passionate following in recent years, but it continues to have a woolly 
legal framework. Natural wine makers generally adhere to a charter of vine growing and wine making 
that asserts to make wine as true to its natural and traditional expression as possible. In its truest and 
authentic form, a “natural” wine is made from organic and/or biodynamic grapes, usually indigenous to 
the region, fermented with native yeasts and winemaking is completed with as little intervention at the 
winery as possible. Minimal or zero sulphur is added to the wines.  
 

• No artificial fertilisers 
No artificial nitrogen or chemical fertilisers applied to vineyards – green manure and other natural 
fertilisers used instead.  
 

• Pesticide free 
No artificial or chemical treatments for pests in the vineyards – pheromone confusion or a natural pest 
control philosophy applies instead. 
 

• Plastic free (PF) 
Plastic free means no plastic is used on the bottle or the packaging of a wine.  
 

• Regenerative Agriculture 
A system of farming principles and practices that seeks to rehabilitate and enhance the entire 
ecosystem of a farm by placing a heavy premium on soil health with attention also paid to water 
management, fertiliser use, and more. The practice also reduces carbon dioxide levels by taking CO2 
from the atmosphere and storing it in the soil. (www.climaterealityproject.org) 
 

• Sustainable (S) 
This is a broad, unregulated term, which if applied with integrity means that a producers takes a holistic 
view and works towards sustainability in all aspects of production, i.e. organic practices in the vineyard, 
encouraging biodiversity, planting hedges, no artificial chemicals, resource management (water use 
and energy efficiency),  reviewing alternative packaging solutions. This term is the one most vulnerable 
to “green washing”, as it is not legally defined. There are varying programmes around the world that try 
to certify sustainable practices.   

 

• Organic Certification (O) 
A wine can be defined “Organic” when it is produced according to the Regulation of the European 
Commission (EC) no. 203/2012, that is: (in the vineyard) produced from “organic” grapes and permitted 
treatments; (in the cellar) produced using only products and processes authorised by the regulation. In 
February 2012, new EU rules were agreed that identified oenological techniques and substances to be 
authorised for organic wine, including a maximum sulphite content (set at 100 mg per litre for red wine 
and 150 mg/L for white/rosé). Label will say “organic wine” and there will be a green leaf logo. 

 

• Organic Practices / Organically Grown Grapes (OV) 
This refers to a producer, who has opted not to apply for organic certification but manages the vineyards 
without use of artificial pesticides or herbicides. Some producers like to have the option to spray the 
vines if a severe weather event risks the crop, others claim that their viticultural standards go above 
and beyond those required by the accreditation body. The label may say “made from organic grapes”, 
but no logo is permitted. 
 

• Vegan (V) (certified) or Vegan Friendly (VF) (not certified) 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2012:071:0042:0047:EN:PDF
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2012:071:0042:0047:EN:PDF
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If a wine is vegan friendly, it means that the producer has not used any animal products in the 
winemaking process like fining, where fish product or egg whites may be used.   
 

 

 

 
 
International Wineries for Climate Action, or IWCA, was co-founded in 2019 by Spain’s 
Familia Torres and Jackson Family Wines in the US.  
 
IWCA aims to meet the challenge of the U.N.-backed Race to Zero—an initiative to cut 
emissions by 50% by 2030—and to go even further by achieving net zero emissions by 2050. 
Members undergo a third-party, greenhouse-gas (GHG) audit across their enterprise, as per 
the World Resource Institute’s Greenhouse Gas Protocol. This includes Scope 1 - Direct 
Emissions, Scope 2 - Indirect Emissions from electricity, and Scope 3 - Emissions in supply 
chains. Data must prove they’re reducing emissions year over year.  
 
Admittedly, this can be a costly and time-heavy exercise and beyond the scope of many 
smaller wineries. The founders recognise this however and have worked hard to ensure that 
the movement is inclusive and make efforts to bring the entire industry forward in this initiative. 
Though the third-party audit is a requirement, IWCA created a GHG calculator that helps 
smaller wineries do a preliminary inventory of emissions, meaning they don’t need to hire 
expensive consultants.  
  
Regenerative agriculture is another lynch-pin of the IWCA - cover cropping, composting, 
rotational grazing, integrating biodiversity and insects that boost microbial life, water retention, 
and carbon sequestration in soils are some of the key pillars. The practice makes the soil 
healthier and more able to act as a carbon sink, thus enabling producers not just to offset 
carbon emissions but to become carbon positive. The key to sustainability is not just 
processes, but tangible, measurable results.  
 
Fuel reductions, energy use and packaging are other key factors in sustainability initiatives – 
electric vehicles, renewable energy solutions (biomass, solar, geothermal etc), less foreign 
travel, light-weight bottles and efficient buildings and equipment are being broadly 
implemented in sustainably-minded wineries across the industry.  
 
 

 

https://racetozero.unfccc.int/
https://ghgprotocol.org/
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GIVE WINE A FUTURE: OUR SUSTAINABLE PRODUCERS 
 

 
AUSTRIA 

 
Burgenland, Michael Wenzel 

 
 

CHILE 
 
Cono Sur 
Miguel Torres 

 
 

CZECH REPUBLIC 
 
Krasna Hora 

 
 

FRANCE 
 
Alsace, Hugel et Fils 
Bordeaux, Barton & Guestier 
Bordeaux, Château Méaume 
Burgundy, Jean Claude Boisset – New! 
Burgundy, Maison Louis Max – New! 
Burgundy, Olivier Merlin – New! 
Burgundy, Philippe Pacalet 
Burgundy, Roisin Curley 
Cahors, Combel la Serre 
Cahors, Famille Vigouroux 
Loire, Patrice Moreux  
Loire, Jean Max Roger 
Loire, Sancerre Roger Champault 
Loire, Touraine, Domaine Sinson 
Picpoul, Château Font Mars 
Provence, Maison Mirabeau 
Rhône, Michel Chapoutier 

 
 

GERMANY 
 
Rheingau, Peter Jakob Kühn 

 
 

GREECE 
 
Crete, Lyrarakis Estate 
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ITALY 
 

Abruzzo, Torre dei Beati 
Montalcino, Gianni Brunelli 
Montalcino, Tenuta Buon Tempo  
Piedmont, Giacomo Fenocchio 
Regional, Gruppo Italiano Vini 
Sicily, Pietradolce 
Tuscany, Ornellaia 
Tuscany, Tenuta di Carleone 
Veneto, Agricola MASI 
upungato, MASI Argentina 
Veneto, Serego Alighieri 
Veneto, Bossi Federigotti 
Veneto, Serena Wines 
Veneto, EnoItalia 
 
 
LEBANON 
 
Bekaa Valley, Chateau Musar 

 
 

NEW ZEALAND 
 
Marlborough, St Clair 

 
 
PORTUGAL 
 
Douro, Graham’s (Port) 

 
 
SOUTH AFRICA 
 
Stellenbosch, Kanonkop 
 
 
SPAIN 
 
Penedes, Familia Torres 
Penedes, Jean Leon 
Rioja, Navarra, Rias Baixas – Vintae 
Rueda, Marques de Riscal 

 
 
USA 
 
Napa, Grgich Hills 
Sonoma County, Marimar Torres   
 
 
FRANCE, CHAMPAGNE 
 
Champagne Bollinger 
Champagne Ayala 
 
 
TREASURY WINE ESTATES  
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Coastal Reserve Wines 
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AUSTRIA, MICHAEL WENZEL 
 
Located in the small village of Rust, on the Austro-Hungarian border, Michael Wenzel is passionate 
about protecting the land and expressing its terroir through minimal intervention and natural wine 
making. He specialises in the Hungarian variety Furmint, which his grandfather brought with him over 
the border during the communism period. Low SO2 wines - sulphur is only added in very small quantities 
at bottling. 
 
Sustainability Initiatives at Michael Wenzel 
 
Vineyard & Winery  

• Austria Bio Garantie certification 

• Diverse ecosystem in the vineyards by planting crop cover and herbs between the rows 

• No-till drill to reduce erosion 

• Lower tractor weight to reduce soil-compaction 

• A return to the 19th century trellising-system "Stockkultur" – a metal free system, where only 
wooden stakes are used 

• Low SO2 levels in wines 
 

Packaging, Logistics, Energy & Community initiatives 

• Reduced bottle weight by 20% 

• Removed foil capsules 

• Seasonal contractors from local villages  
 
Future Initiatives  

• All vineyards in organic conversion for certification (2025) 
 

 
        MICHAEL WENZEL, Austria 

Code Description Credentials Style 

 Furmint, ‘Aus dem Quarz’ 6x75cl OV / N / VF W 

 Blaufrankisch 'Aus dem Kalk' OV / N / VF R 

 

 
Michael Wenzel 

 
 
 
 
 

https://www.michaelwenzel.at/
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CHILE, CONO SUR, B CORP certified  
 
Cono Sur’s 3 pillars of business are Quality, Innovation and Sustainability and their motto is “no family 
trees, no dusty bottles, just quality wine” - a statement to remind us that this winery is relatively new 
and modern, and not beholden to the “old ways”. Despite being a young company (founded in 1993) 
Cono Sur have ensured an enduring legacy and are world leaders in  environmental commitment and 
accountability. This project began in 1998, when Cono Sur switched from conventional agriculture to 
an integrated vineyard management system, which avoids artificial herbicides and pesticides.  Now 
Cono sur is one of the very few wineries in the world to be B-CORP certified. B-CORP recognises 
companies with a high social and environmental philosophy, that adhere to the global cultural shift 
towards a more inclusive and sustainable economy. The goal is to generate a triple positive impact: for 
their employees, for their communities and for the environment. Cono Sur specialises in single vineyard 
expressions of varietal wines and winemaker Mathías Ríos is known for his lightness of touch and the 
purity of his wines.  
 
Sustainability Initiatives at Cono Sur 
 
Vineyard & Winery  

• Sustainable wines of Chile certification in 2012 

• Eco Cert certified – 300 hectares of organically managed vineyards 

• Promoting ecosystems complexity (Biodiversity) 

• Irrigation systems adjusted to minimum waste 

• Replacing synthetic fertilizers with natural ones 

• Cover crops to increase soil organic matter, improve soil structure, and increased moisture and 
nutrient holding capacity for plant growth 

• Geese roam vineyards for pest control 

• Ecological corridors that allow complex ecosystems to maintain natural balance 
 
Packaging, Logistics, Energy & Community initiatives 

• B CORP certified 

• ISO certified since 2004 

• Business Social Compliant Initiative (BSCI) in 2012 (first in South America) 

• Carbon Neutral delivery certification (since 2008) 

•  “For Life” certification (social responsibility) 

• Vegan certified 

• 27% water reduction in winery 

• Reduced bottle weight by 16% 

• Recycled paper for labels on the “Organic” range 

• Recycled cap for the “Organic” range 

• Solar panels in 5 vineyards 

• LED lighting in the cellar 
 
Future Initiatives (5-10 years) 

• Apply top efficiency to energy use in irrigation systems 

• Install solar panels on roofs of cellar 

• Implement electric frost fans 

• Expand on water saving and reduction programme 

• Reduce use of fossil fuels 

• Implement use of electrical forklifts  
 

 
 

https://www.conosur.com/en/proyecto-b/
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        CONO SUR, Chile 

Code Description Credentials Style 

43220 20 Barrels Sauvignon Blanc, 6x75cl BCORP/ OV W 

77080 20 Barrels Chardonnay, 6x75cl BCORP/ OV W 

77070 
20 Barrels Cabernet Sauvignon 
6x75cl 

BCORP/ OV R 

43010 20 Barrels Pinot Noir 6 x 75cl BCORP/ OV R 

42310 ‘Ocio’ Pinot Noir, Casablanca 6x75cl BCORP/ OV R 

77440 
‘Silencio’, Cabernet Sauvignon, Maipo 
6x75cl 

BCORP/ OV W 

77040 Rulos del Alto, Riesling 6x75cl BCORP/ OV R 

77060 
El Recurso, Cabernet Sauvignon 
6x75cl 

  

    

 

       
Mathías Ríos, Head Winemaker 

 
 

 
Valle Casablanca  
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CZECH REPUBLIC, KRASNA HORA 
 
The roots of this small, family (Vybiralova) winery in Moravia, which is the largest region in the Czech 
Republic, go back to the early 1960s, when under the communist system, the first vineyards were 
planted.  Moravia borders Austria and the vineyards are on the 49th parallel, similar to Alsace. They 
now manage 7 hectares of organic vineyards (farmed biodynamically) and their focus is on releasing 
high quality, biodynamic wines from small parcels of premium fruit after long and careful ageing in their 
cellar, which is located immediately behind the vineyard. The vineyards are carefully tended by hand 
and biodynamic principles are implemented to produce grapes of the highest possible quality that 
express the terroir of our microclimate. The use of herbal teas and specially prepared composts and 
manures enables them to avoid using any synthetic herbicides, pesticides or fertilizers.  Yields are 
carefully controlled to around 1.3 kg/vine in order to achieve the intensity and concentration of aromas 
and flavours that we are looking for. The family grow a mix of international and native grapes, producing 
pure and authentic wines, with minimal sulphur added at bottling.  

Sustainability Initiatives at Krasna Hora 
 
Vineyard & Winery  

• Bio Cont certified (organic) & Demeter certification (biodynamic) in process (2024) 

• Cover crops between vines 

• Animals in the vineyards – sheep graze (control weeds) and provide natural manure 

• Rainwater capture and recycling (biodynamic preparations) 
 

Packaging, Logistics, Energy & Community initiatives 

• Heating and cooling by heat pump. In the office / tasting room heat is provided by waste wood 

• New tractor using 20-30% less fuel 

• Weather station in the vineyard to monitor temperature, rainfall, soil humidity  

• Total consumption of water is similar to that of an average family home 

• Family winery with long term employees 

• Seasonal contractors from local villages  
 
Future Initiatives  

• Additional vineyards purchased in 2020 are undergoing organic certification 

• Solar power for energy neutral winery 

• Lighter weight bottles 

• New cases that don’t require adhesive tape and reduced size of cap on bottles 
 

        KRASNA HORA, Czech Republic 

Code Description Credentials Style 

R12670S 
Krasna Hora Blanc De Noir Brut 
6x75cl 

(O) (BV) Spkl 

R12680S Krasna Hora ‘Cuvee Bernety’ 6x75cl (O) (BV) R 

R12690S Krasna Hora Pinot Noir 6x75cl (O) (BV) R 

R12700S Krasna Hora Blanc D Noir Still 6x75 (O) (BV) W 

R12710S Krasna Hora Sauvignon Blanc 6x75 (O) (BV) W 

R16040S Krasna Hora La Blanca 6x75cl (O) (BV) W 

R16050S Krasna Hora Viktoria  6x75cl (O) (BV) W 

    

 

https://www.krasnahora.com/pages/english-info
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FRANCE, ALSACE, Hugel et Fils 
 
The first traces of the Hugel family in Alsace can be traced back to the 15th century! They settled in 
Riquewihr, where they’re still based, in 1639. It was during the 18th and 19th centuries that the family 
gained their stellar reputation for quality wines and for how they cultivated the vineyards of the estate. 
The domaine is still 100% family owned and is currently overseen by the 12th generation. They own 30 
hectares of mostly Grand Cru sites and buy grapes from 110 hectares, where they have long term 
agreements with contracts. Vines are on average 35 years old.  They are members of Primum Familiae 
Vini, an association which promotes the values of family wine producers.   
 
Sustainability Initiatives at Hugel et Fils 
 
Vineyard & Winery  

• For 40 years, there have been cover crops in every 2nd row of vines 

• Dry farming (no irrigation) 

• No burning of pruning wood- it’s mushed and used as fertiliser, functioning as a carbon sink. 

• Reduction by 80% of use of non-organic treatments. Ploughing replaced chemicals 

• All the water used is collected from sustainable sources and is treated before returning to the 
environment. 
 

Packaging, Logistics, Energy & Community initiatives 

• Using the lightest bottle shape on the market for Classic and Estate wines since 2019 

• 99% of the wines ship in 90% recycled carton; 100% recyclable 

• We use glass that is 85% recycled 

• Long term contracts with our growers, with average relationship duration of 30 years 

• Vineyards managed sustainably by contracted growers 
 
Future Sustainability Initiatives 

• 50% of estate vineyards are organic – full conversion of 100% of estate by 2028 

• By 2025, we will produce all of our own energy using solar panels 
 

        DOMAINE HUGEL, Alsace 

Code Description Credentials Style 

R33330S Hugel Tradition Pinot Gris 12x75cl 
(V) (VF) 
(OV) 

W 

R42210S Hugel Riesling 12x75cl 
(V) (VF) 
(OV) 

W 

R42610S Hugel Gewurztraminer  12x75cl 
(V) (VF) 
(OV) 

W 

R42710S Hugel Gewurztraminer 24x37.5cl 
(V) (VF) 
(OV) 

W 

R43410S 
Hugel ‘Les Amours’ Pinot Blanc 
12x75cl 

(V) (VF) 
(OV) 

W 

R47520S Hugel Gentil 12x75cl 
(V) (VF) 
(OV) 

W 

 
 

 
The Hugel family 

http://www.hugel.com/
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FRANCE, BORDEAUX, BARTON & GUESTIER 
 
Thomas Barton left Ireland for Bordeaux in 1725 and in 1802, his grandson Hugh teamed up with 
Frenchman Daniel Guestier and their wine partnership became official. For many years Barton & 
Guestier has been involved in responsible farming. Château Magnol is member of the first organisation 
for the Environmental Management System for Bordeaux wines, certified ISO 14001 in 2013. Every 
action considers the impact on land, energy, water and waste water quality, carbon and water footprint, 
safety and health. Since the 2016 vintage, B&G has been certified HVE (High Environmental Value), 
level 3,  the highest level of environmental certification for agriculture. The certification enables to attest 
that biodiversity components (hedge, grassy strips, trees, flowers, insects...) are numerous and that all 
actions respect the environment: air, soil, water, biodiversity, landscape, with a minimum impact on 
nature. 
 
Sustainability Initiatives at Barton & Guestier 
 
Vineyard & Winery  

• Château Magnol is HVE certified, level 3 

• Members of Vignerons Engagés 

• Bottling site ISO 14001 certified and Terra Vitis certified  

• Label RSE confirmed, based on the AFAQ 26000 model  

• Planting hedges around vineyards 

• Reserved plots for biodiversity (we are near the area Natura 2000) 

• Reduced use of pesticides through natural pest control methods (pheromone confusion) 

• Recycle cleaning water to use for irrigation of young vines 
 
Packaging, Logistics, Energy & Community initiatives 

• Reduced bottle weight by 15% 

• Unbleached cardboard – recycled and recyclable 

• Vegetable based inks for labels 

• Long term worker contracts and support of student programmes in local schools 
 
Future Initiatives  

• Increasing number of organic cuvées in the range 

• Starting the RSE programme for Barton & Guestier company-wide (Corporate Social 
Responsibility) 

 
 

 BARTON & GUESTIER, Bordeaux 

Code Description Credentials Style 

 Organic Sauvignon Blanc 6x75cl (HVE 3)  

 

Thomas Barton Graves Blanc 6x75cl 
Côtes de Provence 'Tourmaline' 
12x75cl 
Duché d'Uzès, 6x75cl 

(HVE 3) 
(HVE 3) 
 
(HVE 3) 

 

 

Thomas Barton Réserve St-Émilion 
6x75cl 

(HVE 3)  

 
Château Magnol, Haut-Médoc, Cru 
Bourgeois 12x75cl 

(HVE 3)  
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FRANCE, BORDEAUX, CHÂTEAU MÉAUME 
 
Château Méaume is certified HVE Level 3 and are currently in the process of organic conversion, with 
3 hectares of vines already converted (out of a total of 37 hectares). Wine has been produced 
at Château Méaume since 1795 and the quality of the wines is a testament to the stewardship of the 
100 hectare estate by previous generations since its inception. In the mid 1980s, Alan Johnson-Hill 
pioneered sustainable practices at the Château that might today be considered commonplace, such as 
water management, animal husbandry and a reduction in the use of chemical pesticides. 
   
Within the Bordeaux Supérieur appellation, Château Méaume is a respected estate that makes 
consistent and authentic left-bank style wines that reflect their care of the local environment and their 
holistic approach to sustainability.  
  

Vineyard  

• Manure produced from estate cattle is used as fertiliser 

• Cover crops planted in between the vines to preserve the soil and add nutrients 

• A colony of bats that resides in one of our buildings are a natural protection against insects  

• Biodiversity promoted with wild flowers encourage and their own bee hives to promote 
pollination throughout the estate 

• For many years birdboxes have been placed around the estate to encourage nesting 

• Water management- 2 ponds and 1 lake which are used to manage water resources 

• In the local community, we are recognised as a nature reserve that promotes wildlife 

• Composting of plant material from our trees and forests 
 

Winery  

• Water and energy conservation through water flow and temperature controls. 
 

Community 

• Employment for the local community and a training centre for local employees 

• Diversity actively promoted and currently 50% of our management and team are women 

• Affordable housing is provided on the estate for our employees 
 

Packaging 

• Light-weight materials used in our cartons and inserts  

• Simple formula inks used in our design 

• Light-weight bottles used 

• Pallets get recycled 
 
 

 CHÂTEAU MÉAUME, Bordeaux 

Code Description Credentials Style 

R62690 Ch. Méaume Bordeaux Sup.12x75cl (HVE 3) R 
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FRANCE, BURGUNDY, Jean Claude BOISSET 
 
Jean-Claude and Claudine Boisset first met in 1961 in Gevrey-Chambertin, although they are now 
based in Nuits-St-Georges. Boisset is a négociant business, supporting many smaller growers in 
Burgundy. They have long-term contracts in place with these growers and have exacting standards for 
the quality of the grapes, encouraging their partners to farm organically and manage vineyards 
sustainably.  
 
Sustainability Initiatives at Jean Claude Boisset 
 
Vineyard & Winery  

• Ecocert France certified 

• Encouraging our vine grower partners to convert to organic viticulture 

• Rainwater capture 

• Plant-based paints in all the new buildings (winery + office) 

• Reducing sulphite quantities in wines 

• Experimenting bio-protection 
 

Packaging, Logistics, Energy & Community initiatives 

• All grower partners have long-term contracts 
 
 

        BOISSET, Burgundy 

Code Description Credentials Style 

R18560S 
Boisset Chardonnay Les Ursulines 
12x75cl 

 W 

R18580S 
Boisset Pinot Noir Les Ursulines 
12x75cl 

 R 

R18570S 
Boisset Beaune 1er Cru Les Grèves 
6x75cl 

(VF) R 

R18590S Boisset Chambolle Musigny 6x75cl (VF) R 

R18600S 
Gevrey-Chambertin Les Murots 
6x75cl 

(VF) R 

R18620S Boisset Monthelie Blanc 6x75cl (VF) W 

R18610S Boisset Meursault Le Limozin 6x75cl (VF) W 

 
  

  

 
Jean Claude and Claudine Boisset 

 

 
 

https://www.boisset.fr/en/domaines-maisons.r-390/jean-claude-boisset.f-218.html
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FRANCE, BURGUNDY, MAISON LOUIS MAX 
 
Maison Louis Max was founded in Nuits-Saint-Georges in 1859. They own 230 hectares in the 
Bourgogne winegrowing region and the South of France, all of which are organically managed. The 
estate vinifies around 50 hectares of Premier Cru and Village wines from the Côte de Nuits and the 
Côte de Beaune. With an ever-increasing focus on quality, they engaged David Duband in 2014, the 
internationally renowned grower and consultant, as technical director.  

 

Sustainability Initiatives at Maison Louis Max 
 
Vineyard & Winery  

• Organic growers since 2011  

• Ecocert organic certified on certain cuvées 

• Horse ploughing in certain estate vineyards 
 

Packaging, Logistics, Energy & Community initiatives 

• Our bottling facility is certified Iso 22000 :2018 since 2021 – emission reductions 

• We have internal audits and external audit anually by a company called Bureau Veritas. 

• HACCP (Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point) certified 

• All wines are vegan friendly 
 

 
        MAISON LOUIS MAX, Burgundy 

Code Description Credentials Style 

R17990S Mercurey Vieilles Vignes Blanc 6x75cl (OV) (VF) W 

R18000S Rully Vieilles Vignes Blanc 6x75cl (OV) (VF) W 

R18010S Bourgogne Chardonnay 6x75cl (OV) (VF) W 

R17940S Bourgogne Pinot Noir 6x75cl (OV) (VF) R 

R17950S 
Bourgogne Hautes Côtes de Nuits 
6x75cl 

(OV) (VF) R 

R17920S Mercurey Vieilles Vignes 6x75cl (O) (VF) R 

R17930S Mercurey 1er Cru 6x75cl (O) (VF) R 

    

R17960S Fleurie (OV) (VF) R 

    

    

 
  

https://merlin-vins.com/en/
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FRANCE, BURGUNDY, DOMAINE OLIVIER MERLIN 
 
Located in the village of La Roche-Vineuse in south Burgundy, and family owned and managed by 
Olivier and Corinne Merlin, this estate produces textured and aromatic wines from the Mâcon and 
Beaujolais. Since they took over in 1987, viticulture has followed a very natural way of working – 
ploughing between the rows, no artificial chemicals, hand harvesting and 5% of the vineyard is left 
fallow every year. Whole cluster pressing of the Chardonnay ensures a fresh and lifted style, and the 
wines are aged for 15-18 months in oak barrels. They aim to respect nature and natural resources and 
to have a fairer economy for all.  
 
 
Sustainability Initiatives at Domaine Olivier Merlin 
 
Vineyard & Winery  

• Organically managed vineyards, using a ‘lutte raisonnée’ approach 

• Hand harvesting of the grapes 

• Ploughing between the rows to manage weeds – no artificial chemicals used 

• Moulin-à-Vent vineyard is horse ploughed 

• Land lies fallow every 6-8 years to allow regeneration 
 
 

Packaging, Logistics, Energy & Community initiatives 

• Only water-based inks used on packaging 

• 70% of workers are on long-term contracts 
 

        DOMAINE OLIVIER MERLIN, Burgundy 

Code Description Credentials Style 

R18100S Beaujolais Villages 12x75cl (OV) R 

R18110S Moulin A Vent 12x75cl (OV) R 

R18120S Moulin A Vent Rochelle 12x75cl (OV) R 

R18130S Mâcon Roche Vineuse 12x75cl (OV) W 

R18140S Mâcon Roche Vineuse V.V. 12x75cl (OV) W 

R18150S Oliver Merlin Saint Véran 12x75cl (OV) W 

R18160S Olivier Merlin Pouilly-Fuisse 12x75cl (OV) W 

 
 

 
The Merlin Family 

 
 

https://merlin-vins.com/en/
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FRANCE, BURGUNDY, PHILIPPE PACALET (Beaune) 
 
Philippe is a highly-regarded winemaker and a bit of a Wunderkind in the natural wine scene. Although 
he adheres to a low intervention philosophy for all of his wines, quality and authenticity are of utmost 
importance, so he is not dogmatic to the point of detriment and will add some SO2 at bottling to ensure 
purity of expression in the finished wine. He sources grapes from small growers in Burgundy and crafts 
structured and pure wines.  
 
Sustainability Initiatives at Philippe Pacalet 
 
Vineyard & Winery  

• Use of sustainable techniques in the vineyards they manage 

• No use / reduced use of chemicals in the vineyards where grapes are sourced 

• Horse ploughing in some parcels 

• Fermentation with wild yeasts, no sulphites added 

• Fermentation with 100% whole bunches, no thermoregulation, using wood vats 

• Aging with used casks, re-used as much as possible 

• Optimisation of the aging process to avoid empty casks and to re-use them as much as possible 

• Resale of supplementary casks in vintages with lower yields to avoid waste 

• Upcycling – use of second hand material - press, bottling, labelling machines 
 
Packaging, Logistics & Energy Management 
 

• Use of mid weighted bottles instead of heavy ones and re-use of cardboard boxes 

• Checking the feasibility of implementing solar panels in our buildings 
 
Community 

• 80% of workforce is under long term contracts. Food, lodgings & transport provided for harvest  

• Manual harvest instead of using machines 
 
        PHILIPPE PACALET, Burgundy 

Code Description Credentials Style 

R00100S Pacalet Aligoté 2014 12x75cl N W 

R97930S Pacalet Chablis 1er Cru Beauroy 12x75cl N W 

R00110S Pacalet Chassagne Montrachet 12x75cl N W 

R97940S Pacalet Pommard 1er Arvelets 12x75 N R 

R97950S Pacalet Pommard 12x75cl N R 

R97960S Pacalet Nuits St. Georges 12x75cl N R 

R97980S Pacalet Gevrey Chambertin 12x75cl N R 

R13210S Pacalet Moulin A Vent 2016 12x75cl N R 

R13240S Pacalet Echezeaux 2013 12x75cl N R 

R13280S Pacalet Monthelie 1er Cru 12x75cl N R 

    

 
  

http://www.philippe-pacalet.com/en/
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FRANCE, BURGUNDY, ROISÍN CURLEY (Beaune) 
 
Ireland’s humblest wine celebrity, and one of the nicest people in the business, Roisín Curley MW has 
a well-established reputation for creating pure, terroir-expressive Chardonnay and Pinot Noir. A trained 
pharmacist from Ballyhaunis, and a Master of Wine since 2020, she still works in the family business 
with her brother, but in recent years Roisín is spending more and more time in Beaune, where she 
operates out of a tiny winery. She has expanded her range to include a Nuits-St-Georges and 
Chambolle Musigny and has been lauded by critics and wine lovers alike.  
 
Sustainability Initiatives at Maison Roisín Curley 
 
Vineyard & Winery  

• All wines are suitable for vegetarians and vegans 

• Works with growers who follow sustainable viticultural practices on biodiversity and organic 
farming 

• Future plan for the winery is water capture 
 

Packaging, Logistics & Energy Management 

• Changed to lighter bottles (by 30%) for 2019 vintage  

• Using the lightest bottles available on the market  
 
Future Sustainability Initiatives 

• Continue to prioritise contracts with growers who farm organically 

• Researching a plant a tree scheme currently (for enactment by 2024) 
 
        MAISON ROISÍN CURLEY, Burgundy 

Code Description Credentials Style 

R99460S Roisin Curley St Romain 6x75cl (V) (VF) (B) W 

R19570S Roisin Curley Cote Aligoté 6x75cl (V) (VF) W 

R19590S Roisin Curley Montagny 1er Cru (V) (VF) W 

R99470S Roisin Curley Beaune Rouge 6x75cl (V) (VF) R 

R17160S Roisin Curley Nuits St George 6x75cl (V) (VF) R 

R17850S Roisin Curley Beaune 1er Cru 6x75cl (V) (VF) R 

R17840S Roisin Curley Cote De Nuits Villages 6x75cl (V) (VF) R 

R19600S Roisin Curley Fixin Rouge 6x75cl (V) (VF) R 

 
 
  

  

 

 
       Roisín Curley  
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FRANCE, CAHORS, COMBEL LA SERRE 
 
Sophie and Julien Ilbert have vineyards that are located on a limestone plot, 300m altitude above the 
Lot river in Cahors, in the south west of France. The grapes were sold to a local co-op until Julien took 
over in 2005. The estate achieved full Eco-cert status in 2013 – a very personal achievement for Julien, 
as his grandfather struggled with illness related to a lifetime of spraying in the vineyard. The estate 
produces organic Malbec, in a mineral and taut style with a ripe and lively fruit profile.  
 
Sustainability Initiatives at Combel la Serre 
 
Vineyard & Winery  

• Natural manure used as fertiliser 

• Tilling of the soil & crop cover between rows 

• Promotion of biodiversity in the vineyards 

• By 2024 ecologic construction in the entire domaine 

• By 2024, polyculture throughout the domaine for soil enrichment 
 
 
Packaging, Logistics, Energy & Community initiatives 

• Water capture and recycling 

• Waste sorting & recycling 

• Lighter average bottle weight 

• Solar panels to generate energy 

• Long-term worker contracts  

• One car per team  
 
 

        COMBEL LA SERRE, Cahors 

Code Description Credentials Style 

R99400S Combel La Serre Pur Fruit Malbec 12x75cl (OV) R 

R99410S Chateau Combel La Serre Malbec 12x75cl (OV) R 

R11290S Combel La Serre ‘Carbo’ Malbec 12x75cl (OV) R 

R14170S 
Combel La Serre ‘L’épatant Antidote’ Rosé 
12x75cl 

(OV) Ro 

 
 

 
                  Julien and Sophie Ilbert 

https://combel-la-serre.com/fr
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FRANCE, CAHORS, DOMAINE GEORGES VIGOUROUX 
 
This family-run domaine in the heart of Cahors has been producing high-quality Malbec wines for many 
decades. The estate is certified Haute Valeur Environnementale (HVE) Level 3, the highest certification 
available. The certification works to promote biodiversity and plant health in the vineyards, water and 
energy management and no artificial chemicals. 
 
 
Sustainability Initiatives at Georges Vigouroux 
 
 
Vineyard & Winery  

• HVE Level 3 

• No herbicides or pesticides used 

• Treatment and water recycling 
 
 
Packaging, Logistics, Energy & Community initiatives 

• Local sourcing of wooden pallets (16kms) 

• Glass bottles sourced within 160kms 

• Bottles 100% recycled 

• Corks 100% recycled 

• Cartons 100% recycled 

• Recruitment of local workers as much as possible 
 
 

        GEORGES VIGOUROUX, Cahors 
 

https://g-vigouroux.fr/en/
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LOIRE, POUILLY FUMÉ, DOMAINE PATRICE MOREUX  
 
This domaine is family owned and the vineyards managed according to "lutte raisonnée" principles, 
with winery tasks following the phases of the moon. The terroir is kimmeridgian clay and produces 
exceptional wines with verve and minerality. Patrice is the only son of Jeanine and Raymond and took 
over the domaine in 1979 and his two sons have now joined the business. Natural fermentations and a 
philosophy of respect for vineyard and environment prevails in everything they do. 
 
Sustainability Initiatives at Domaine Patrice Moreux 
 
Vineyard & Winery  

• Lutte raisonnée 

• Wild yeast ferments 

• No artificial chemicals 

• Minimum intervention in the winery 
 
 
Packaging, Logistics, Energy & Community initiatives 

• Long term worker contracts 
 

 
Future Sustainability Initiatives 

• Constant revision of their approach to holistic sustainability 
 
 
        DOMAINE PATRICE MOREUX, Pouilly Fumé 
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LOIRE, SANCERRE JEAN MAX ROGER 
 
The Roger family descends from a long line of winegrowers from the village of Bué, dating from the 17th 
century. Up until the 1960s, generation after generation practised mixed farming and animal rearing. 
Jean-Max Roger took over the 4 hectares of vines that his parents had left to him in the early 1970s 
and, with his wife Nicole, he has been managing the estate since. In 2004, their sons Thibaut and 
Etienne joined the family business.  
 
The domaine totals 34 hectares, of which 28ha are in Sancerre (with the remainder in Menetou-Salon). 
Viticulture follows sustainable practices. Fertilizers are either organic or based on composted manure 
and cover crop and ploughing of the soil are managed according to the vines’ needs for water and 
nutrients and erosion management. New techniques for cover crops and green manure, derived from 
conservation agriculture, are currently being tested to structure the soil and enrich it naturally, while 
avoiding the negative impacts of mechanical labour and frequent use of machinery. New plant 
protection strategies are also being experimented with in the aim of reducing the number of treatments 
over the course of the year. 
 
 
Sustainability Initiatives at Domaine Jean Max Roger 
 
Vineyard & Winery  

• HVE level 3 certified (preservation of plant health, soil, biodiversity and water management) 

• Rain water capture and re-use 

• Crop cover between rows 

• Green, composted manure fertiliser 
 
Packaging, Logistics, Energy & Community initiatives 

• Long term worker contracts 
 
Future Sustainability Initiatives 

• Commitment to achieving organic certification for 100% of estate by 2026 
 
 
        DOMAINE JEAN MAX ROGER, Sancerre 

Code Description Credentials Style 

R41670S Sancerre Cuvée ‘Les Caillottes’ 12x75cl (OV) (HVE) W 

 
 
  

  

 
Jean Max, Thibaut and Etienne Roger 

LOIRE, SANCERRE, ROGER CHAMPAULT 

https://www.jean-max-roger.fr/en/accueil/
https://www.rogerchampault.fr/
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In 2014, the domaine achieved level 3 HVE status, reflecting their commitment to protecting their natural 
environment and promotion of biodiversity and soil health in their vineyards, by the elimination of 
artificial herbicides and implementation of a water management programme. The vines are planted on 
steep slopes around the village of Sancerre and in total the family own 22 hectares, managed by 
Roger’s sons, Claude and Laurent. Modern wines, with great purity of fruit.  
 
 
Sustainability Initiatives at Domaine Roger Champault 
 
Vineyard & Winery  

• HVE level 3 certified (preservation of plant health, soil, biodiversity and water management) 

• Water capture and re-use 
 
Packaging, Logistics, Energy & Community initiatives 

• Lighter bottles 

• Long term worker contracts 
 

         
DOMAINE ROGER CHAMPAULT, Sancerre 

Code Description Credentials Style 

    

R12580S Sancerre Cote De Champtin 12x75cl HVE W 

R73680S Sancerre ‘Les Pierris’ 12x75cl HVE W 

    

    

 
 

 
Claude, Roger and Laurent Champault 
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LOIRE, TOURAINE, DOMAINE SINSON 
 
This domaine of 22 hectares is owned and managed by two brothers – Hubert and Olivier Sinson – and 
it’s a family business since 1880. When the brothers came into the business in the late 1990s, the estate 
invested in modern equipment and their own bottling line, which helps to reduce their carbon footprint. 
The terroir is of a flint-clay, giving wines of minerality and finesse. They manage their vineyards 
according to the lutte raisonnée philosophy and are HVE level 3 certified.  
 
Sustainability Initiatives at Domaine Sinson 
 
Vineyard & Winery  

• HVE level 3 certified (preservation of plant health, soil, biodiversity and water management) 

• Water capture and re-use 

• Implementation of ploughing tools to cut the grass to avoid chemical herbicides and treatments 
 
Packaging, Logistics, Energy & Community initiatives 

• 100% of production is bottled on-site 
 
 

        DOMAINE SINSON, Touraine 

Code Description Credentials Style 

    

R12580S Domaine Sinson Sauvignon Touraine 6x75cl 
(V) (VF) (HVE) W 

 
 
  

  

 

 
Olivier Sinson 

  

https://www.vins-sinson.com/
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FRANCE, PICPOUL, CHÂTEAU FONT MARS 
 
This domaine along the Mediterranean coast is run by the de Clock family, of Dutch heritage. The family 
estate at Mèze has been in the family since 1864. In total the vineyards cover 55 hectares and this 
Picpoul is from chalky-clay soils and Jean-Baptiste de Clock is  the current owner and chief winemaker. 
He gives enormous credit to his wife, Marie-Sophie, “who for 30 years has supported my waking up at 
3 a.m. to go see or work in the vines or the fermentation vats”. He harvests at night to retain fresh acidity 
in the grapes and the wines are fermented in stainless steel. Jean-Baptiste has been working steadily 
over the last decade to implement positive environmental programmes and is currently in the process 
of achieving HVE certification and no sulphites are added to the wine at fermentation, just a little at 
bottling.  
 
Sustainability Initiatives at Château Font Mars 
 
Vineyard & Winery  

• HVE certification in progress – will be fully certified by 2023 

• Implementation of ploughing tools to cut the grass to avoid chemical herbicides and treatments 

• Low sulphur levels in the wines 
 
 

        CHÂTEAU FONT MARS, Picpoul 

Code Description Credentials Style 

72840 Château Font Mars Picpoul 
(V) (VF) (HVE) W 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

  

 
 
 

 
Jean-Baptiste de Clock 

FRANCE, PROVENCE, MAISON MIRABEAU 

https://www.maisonmirabeau.com/
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Domaine Mirabeau is a 20 hectare estate which includes 14 hectares of AOP Côtes de Provence vines. 
Londoners Stephen and Jeany Cronk fulfilled a life-long dream when they bought the estate and moved 
to Provence with their children in 2019. They are deeply committed to the environment and to finding a 
way to produce leading wines, whilst also farming in a way that respects and preserves the surrounding 
ecosystem. When it comes to climate action and sustainability initiatives, Steve is adamant that “we 
can’t wait for consumers to demand it, we have to go out and do it”. 
 
Embracing ambitious farming practices and wine making techniques, the estate is moving towards a 
future of regenerative farming. Investing 50% of the profits from La Réserve wine into Stephen’s 
Regenerative Viticulture Foundation, they have created a platform for information and research, 
marking their pioneering commitment to a future of regenerative farming. They have also started the 4 
year journey towards certification in organic viticulture. Domaine Mirabeau is a true farm, complete with 
animals that all play a key part in the ecosystem. Free range chickens and ducks provide eggs, well as 
eating insects that destroy plants; the pigs help reduce our food waste and alpacas provide manure for 
the vegetable garden. Taking their eco-credentials very seriously, the Cronks have set ambitious goals 
to become entirely plastic-free, convert to 100% sustainable energy, minimise the use of precious 
resources like water, energy, and raw materials and are also exploring other ways to reduce waste.  
 
Sustainability Initiatives at Maison Mirabeau 
 
Vineyard & Winery  

• HVE Level 3 certified 

• Vineyards in organic certification conversion 

• Regenerative farming (sequesters carbon in the soil by avoiding tilling and weeding) 

• Crop cover between rows 

• Farm animals for pest control and manure fertiliser 

• Conservation and re-use of water 
 
 
Future Sustainability Initiatives 

• Become plastic-free 

• Further reduce energy footprint through 100% renewable sources 
 
 
        MAISON MIRABEAU, Provence 

Code Description Credentials Style 

 

 
 
 
 
 

(OV) (HVE) Ro 

 

         
 
FRANCE, RHÔNE, MAISON MICHEL CHAPOUTIER 
 

https://www.maisonmirabeau.com/people-planet/our-farm-and-our-commitments-to-reducing-our-impact-on-the-environment/
https://www.chapoutier.com/en/
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Chapoutier are one of the oldest houses in the Rhône and they are a négociant-grower, meaning that 
they own their own vineyards, which produce their estate wines, and they also buy in grapes for their 
négociant (large production wines). One of the first growers to embrace biodynamic farming in the 
Rhône, Michel has been at the forefront of environmentally-friendly, vineyard initiatives for decades. 
They have long-standing contracts with their growers of sustainably-grown grapes.  
 
Sustainability Initiatives at Maison Michel Chapoutier 
 
Vineyard & Winery  

• Organic certification in estate vineyards 

• Biodynamic certification in estate vineyards 

• Planting new vines annually 

• Natural pesticide methods, using insects and plants 

• Reducing the consumption of water, energy and heat input sources on the production site 
 
Packaging, Logistics, Energy & Community initiatives 

• Recycling winemaking waste by distilling it to produce eaux-de-vie 

• Sorting waste on-site 

• Reduction in the weight of bottles 

• Using cardboard made from recycled materials 

• Reduction in the weight of non-recyclable waste per bottle produced 

• Adoption of paperless invoicing and payslips 
 
Future Initiatives (5-10 years) 

• Increase the number of vines that are organically and biodynamically managed 
 
        MICHEL CHAPOUTIER, Rhône 

Code Description Credentials Style 

R18370S Chapoutier Marius Viognier 6x75cl  W 

R74930S Chapoutier Marius Blanc 6x75cl  W 

R74910S Chapoutier Marius Rouge 6x75cl  R 

R76920S Côtes Du Rhone ‘Belleruche’ Blanc 6x75cl  W 

R21370S Belleruche Cotes Du Rhone R 12x75cl  R 

R12250S Chapoutier Organic Côtes Du Rhone 6x75cl O R 

R96070S Chapoutier Rasteau CdR Villages 12x75cl  R 

R18550S Chapoutier Vacqueyras 6x75cl  R 

R84440S Chapoutier Gigondas 6x75cl  R 

R12260S Chapoutier Signargues 6x75cl  R 

R12570S Chapoutier Cote Rotie Becasses 6x75cl B R 

    

  
Michel Chapoutier  
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GERMANY, RHEINGAU, PETER JAKOB KÜHN 

 
This estate has been family owned and managed for more than 230 years and has been farmed 
organically and biodynamically since 2004. For the Kühn family, biodynamics means above all 
increased attention in the vineyard towards the vines and the natural connections surrounding them. 
Biodynamic practices promote soil vitality and biodiversity and is the essential basis for healthy, 
aromatic grapes that have an expression of the individual place. All living things in the vineyards have 
a part to play in the ecosystem. Riesling is king here, with a number of Grosses Gewächs (GG) site. 
The biodynamic vineyard practices, native yeast fermentations and minimal intervention at the winery, 
give the wines from this estate an electric energy and vibrancy and they are capable of ageing for many 
decades. 
 
Sustainability Initiatives at Peter Jakob Kühn 
 
Vineyard & Winery  

• Biodynamic practices since 2004 

• Planting of herbs and grasses native to the area 

• No pesticides or herbicides 

• Rainwater capture for use in biodynamic preparations 
 
Packaging, Logistics, Energy & Community initiatives 

• Reduced bottle weight by 60% 

• Long term worker contracts 

• Student employment  
 
Future Initiatives  

• Commitment to converting 100% to organic certification (2023) 

• Achieve Demeter certification for sparkling wines (2023) 
 
            PETER JAKOB KÜHN, Germany 

Code Description Credentials Style 

R98790S Jakobus Riesling Trocken 6x75cl 
(B) W 

R98800S Rheinschiefer Riesling Trocken 6x75cl 
(B) W 

R98810S Quarzit Riesling Trocken 6x75cl 
(B) W 

R98830S Landgeflecht Riesling GG 6x75cl 
(B) W 

R98840S Sankt Nikolaus Riesling GG 6x75cl 
(B) W 

R14290S Doosberg Riesling GG 6x75cl 
(B) W 

R11350S ‘R’ Riesling, Rheingau 6x75cl 
(B) W 

  
  

 
 
  

  

 

 
The Kühn family 

https://www.weingutpjkuehn.de/en/the-estate/
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GREECE, CRETE, LYRARAKIS ESTATE 
 
Lyrarakis Estate is proud to have Myriam Ambouzer heading up their winemaking team. With over 20 
years’ experience, she has brought her experience and vision to this dynamic estate. The vines are 
farmed organically and biodynamically, although they have opted not to go for certification. 
Sustainability is at the heart of their business – they have replanted native Greek varietals and their aim 
is to express the unique terroir of their area. 
 
Sustainability Initiatives at Lyrarakis Estate 
 
Vineyard & Winery  

• No-till farming to avoid compacting of the soil and promote biodiversity 

• Own composting unit  

• Organic and biodynamic practices on all vineyards 

• Wastewater treatment unit 

• Rainwater capture for use in biodynamic preparations 

• All wines are vegan certified 
 
Packaging, Logistics, Energy & Community initiatives 

• Lightweight bottles, aiming for <430gr 

• Solar panels in our composter 

• Own label printers → no excess label ordering 

• Electric car chargers at our cellar door 

• Fair grape pricing and change of contracts with farmers 

• To aim for quality and not quantity, securing attractive pay (per vine, not per kg) 
 
Future Initiatives  

• Installation of roof solar panels (within 12 months) 
 
        LYRARAKIS, Crete 

Code Description Credentials Style 

R98860S Lyrarakis Voila Assyrtiko 6x75cl 
(VF) (OV) (BV) W 

R18350S Lyrarakis Vilana Pirovolikes 6x75cl 
(VF) (OV) (BV) W 

R99390S Lyrarakis Psarades Dafni 6x75cl 
(VF) (OV) (BV) W 

R12420S Lyrarakis Liatiko 6x75cl 
(VF) (OV) (BV) R 

R98870S Lyrarakis Kotsifali 6x75cl 
(VF) (OV) (BV) R 

R18330S Lyrarakis Mandilari Plakoura 6x75cl 
(VF) (OV) (BV) R 

 

  
      Myriam Ambouzer

https://www.lyrarakis.com/en/home
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ITALY, ABRUZZO, TORRE DEI BEATI 
 
This family-run winemaking business started in 1999, when the family decided to start managing 
themselves the vineyard that Rocco had been looking after since 1972. A small estate in Abruzzo, they 
only make wines from their own grapes and are certified organic. They bought a further 8 hectares in 
2004, also farmed organically, where they planted native white grapes. All of the wines are suitable for 
vegans and all of the vineyards are organically managed and there is strict selection of only the 
healthiest grapes in both the vineyard and the winery. Over the years, they have received glowing 
reviews in Italian wine publications like Vini d’Italia and a ‘Tre Bicchieri’ award for the ‘Cocciapazza’ 
wine.  
 
Sustainability Initiatives at Torre dei Beati 
 
Vineyard & Winery  

• CCPB certified - Organic cultivation and winemaking since 1999 for all the cultivations, 
including olive oil and wine production 

• Use of crop cover between rows 

• Green manure – natural fertilisers 

• Installation of nests for birds and bats 
 
Packaging, Logistics, Energy & Community initiatives 

• Lightweight bottles- 80% of the production is in 400 grams bottles 

• Solar Panels + accumulator 

• Long term contracts for workers 
 
Future Initiatives  

• We are starting the process of evaluating the carbon footprint of our company 
 
        TORRE DEI BEATI, Abruzzo 

Code Description Credentials Style 

R42430S Torre Dei Beati Pecorino 12x75cl (VF) (O) W 

R74640S Torre Beati Montepulcino 12x75cl (VF) (O) R 

R42440S Montepulciano D’abruzzo 12x75cl (VF) (O) R 

R42450S Torre Beati Cocciapazza 6x75cl (VF) (O) R 

R16600S Cerasuolo Torre Dei Beati 12x75cl (VF) (O) R 

    

 

 
Vineyards on the Torre dei Beati estate  

https://www.torredeibeati.it/en/torre-dei-beati-english/
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ITALY, MONTALCINO, GIANNI BRUNELLI 
 
Laura Brunelli is the owner and head winemaker at this renowned estate, since her husband Gianni 
passed away. Fiercely traditional in the best sense, making sought-after, pure and expressive wines 
from the Sangiovese grape. They have always been quietly sustainable, managing vineyards 
organically and naturally. In recent years, they have installed solar panels and reduced packaging 
weight. Laura farms 2ha of land at “Le Chiuse de Sotto”, in the north of Montalcino and 4.5ha at 
“Podernovone” in the south, with a small team.  
 
Sustainability Initiatives at Gianni Brunelli 
 
Vineyard & Winery  

• Biodiversity by having trees and many other plants between the vineyards 

• Use of crop cover between rows 

• Only organic products for treatments 

• Water capture and re-use 
 
Packaging, Logistics , Energy & Community initiatives 

• Solar Panels  

• Lightweight bottles 

• Long term contracts for workers 
 
Future Initiatives  

• Our goal is to be able to adapt to climate change by using only organic products and sustainable 
work in the vineyards, continuing to respect the terroir and microclimate and bringing respect 
and support to mother nature. 
 
        GIANNI BRUNELLI, Montalcino 

Code Description Credentials Style 

R10880S Brunelli Rosso Di Montalcino 6x75cl (S) (VF) R 

R10910S Brunelli Toscana Rosso 6x75cl (S) (VF) R 

R14120S Brunelli Amor Costante IGT 6x75cl (S) (VF) R 

R14080S Brunello Di Montalcino 6x75cl (S) (VF) R 

R14130S Brunello Di Montalcino 6x75cl (S) (VF) R 

R14090S Brunello Di Montalcino Riserva 6x75cl (S) (VF) R 

R14150S Brunello Di Montalcino Riserva 6x75cl (S) (VF) R 

 

 
The Brunelli family  

https://www.giannibrunelli.it/en/brunelli/
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ITALY, MONTALCINO, TENUTA BUON TEMPO 
 
The property is owned and operated by Swede Per Landin and his partner, expat, Janet Lansill, though 
day to day business is overseen by Alberto Machetti, and Janet's son Filippo Bellini. The Buon Tempo 
estate covers 28 hectares of which 14 are vineyards. Since its advent, the new property has strongly 
believed in sustainable agriculture and is careful to preserve the precious soils and the surrounding 
environment, as well as the health of workers, consumers, and visitors. After a long process of 
conversion, begun when Per arrived at Montalcino, in 2021 they achieved official certification as an 
organic producer, accredited by Bioagricert. The company’s objective is to achieve total ecological 
sustainability by the end of 2030 
 
Sustainability Initiatives at Tenuta Buon Tempo 
 
Vineyard & Winery  

• Organic farming on 100% of our vines and olive trees.  

• Collection of rainwater and re-use for irrigation of new plants and cleaning purposes 

• Use of the water from a pond in our land to irrigate garden and new plantings  

• Much stricter protocol from the simple organic limitations in the winemaking process using really 
limited additives during the fermentation (no artificial yeasts) 

• No fining  

• Very large filtering (5 microns)  

• Limited sulphites added (on average around 50 mg/lt – 1/3 of the legal limit for red wines) 
 

Packaging, Logistics , Energy & Community initiatives 
 

• Already reduced the bottles weight to 600 gr 

• Looking for further reduction in the near future to 500-550 gr 

• Phasing out the use of wooden cases for much lighter and smaller cardboard cases- this allows 
more cases per pallet and improve logistics sustainability. 

• Highly-paid workers under contract 

• Comfortable worker recreation space 

• Ongoing training programmes available 

• Flexible working hours 
 

Future Initiatives  

• “It’s all related to the organic farming and low intervention winemaking as specified 

above. We are contemplating a sustainable company certification, but for our limited 

size and staff (2 people only in office doing admin/sales/ tastings…) we fear the burden 

of paperwork [will be] more than the actual costs” 
 

 
        TENUTA BUON TEMPO, Montalcino 

  

https://www.tenutabuontempo.com/?lang=en
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ITALY, PIEDMONT, GIACOMO FENOCCHIO  
 
Claudio Fenocchio heads up this family estate since 1989, when his father passed away. It has doubled 
in size from that time and now stands at a total of 14ha, mostly in the commune of Bussia Sottana, 
although he has holdings in other communes too. As well as Nebbiolo, Barbera and Dolcetta, he also 
planted Arneis to make a traditional white wine. Claudio admits that the first few years were difficult, 
especially with the beginning of the period of “modern” Barolo in the 1990s, when many producers 
changed their production methods and began ageing for shorter periods, in new oak, in line with global 
wine trends at the time. Claudio stuck with the family project however, continuing with the traditional 
viticultural methods passed down through five generations. He produces beautifully elegant, traditional 
Barolo wines, with long ageing in large, neutral casks. Vineyards are farmed organically, free from 
herbicides and chemicals, and they are signed up to the European project for sustainable farming. 
 
Sustainability Initiatives at Giacomo Fenocchio 
 
Vineyard & Winery  

• Organic practices in the vineyards  

• No herbicides or chemicals, only low environmental impact products (copper/sulphur) 

• Cover crops between vine rows 

• Native yeasts for red wine fermentation 

• Water capture and re-use for irrigation  
 
Packaging, Logistics, Energy & Community initiatives 

• Reduced bottles weight by 20/30% ca (450/575 g) 

• Use of natural corks or zero carbon footprint corks - 100% recyclable 

• Long-term worker contracts 
 
Future Sustainability Initiatives  

• Commitment to 100% sustainable viticulture ("Green Experience" certification by 2024) 

• Commitment to achieving organic certification for 100% of vineyards (2026) 
 
        GIACOMO FENOCCHIO, Piedmont 

Code Description Credentials Style 

R12450S G Fenocchio Roero Arneis 6x75cl (OV) (S) W 

R16020S G Fenocchio Arneis Arancio 75cl (OV) (S) W 

R16010S G Fenocchio Barolo 6x75cl (OV) (S) R 

R00930S G Fenocchio Barbera D’alba 6x75cl (OV) (S) R 

R00920S G Fenocchio Langhe Nebbiolo 6x75cl (OV) (S) R 

R00890S G Fenocchio Barolo Bussia 6x75cl (OV) (S) R 

R00900S G Fenocchio Barolo Cannubi 6x75cl (OV) (S) R 

    

 
Claudio Fenocchio 

https://www.giacomofenocchio.com/
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ITALY, REGIONAL, GRUPPO ITALIANO VINI  
 
With vineyard holdings all over Italy, Gruppo Italiano Vini take their environmental and sustainability 
commitments very seriously. To its 1,400 hectares under vine, GIV dedicates important resources to 
research, experimentation, and study of the growing area. This commitment can be seen in the 
application of state-of-the-art technologies and winemaking practices; in keeping alive and handing 
down values linked to wine culture; restoring and safeguarding places of historical interest and the 
environment. Within their own estates, GIV has defined a new production model based on sustainable 
viticulture, focused on environmental sustainability, including the use of alternative energy sources, 
recycling water for irrigation, reduction of soil processing, and monitoring of climate data. They also 
operate a rural development programmes aim to improve the quality of wine production by investing in 
winery facilities and equipment. 

 
Sustainability Initiatives at GIV 
 
Vineyard & Winery  

• All vineyards are managed with a defence protocol, which aims to minimise the number and 
quantity of pesticides.  

• All our vineyards in Sicily are certified organic.  

• The vineyard in Veneto (Valpolicella) are SQNPI certified. Even in other regions, if not formally 
certified, the vineyards are managed in compliance with the SQNPI requirements. 
 

Packaging, Logistics, Energy & Community initiatives 

• Reduced bottles weight  

• GIV has a code of ethics, made known to all workers, in which the management's commitment 
to fully respecting the safety of workers and workers' rights is formalized. Contractually, the 
company also has some welfare activities in place. Important donations to medical research 
organizations are also made annually 

• GIV founded the Scuola Italiana Permanente di Potatura della Vite, a permanent school of vine 
pruning connected to the University of Verona and to vine pruners Simonit & Sirch. 

• The school aims to study and preserve traditional winegrowing methods, in particular the 
Verona pergola, and ensure longevity of vineyards   

• GIV has decided this year to obtain a sustainability certification (Equalitas). The project is in the 
start-up phase and the medium-term sustainability objectives (3-5 years) will be defined in 2023 
 
       
  Gruppo Italiano Vini, Italy 

  

https://www.gruppoitalianovini.it/index.cfm/en/company/sustainability/
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ITALY, SICILY, PIETRADOLCE  
 
Pietradolce is a young winery, established in 2005 by owner Michele Faro, in the foothills of Mount 
Etna. He manages 11 hectares of very old vines, which are at an average altitude of 600-900 metres 
and consist of the Sicilian native varieties of Nerello Mascalese and Carricante. All are organically 
certified. Michele follows a hands-off, low intervention philosophy and the wines appeal very much to 
lovers of good red and white Burgundy or Barolo. The reds are fine and elegant, while his whites are 
aromatic and textured.  
 
Sustainability Initiatives at Pietradolce 
 
Vineyard & Winery  

• Organically certified vineyards  

• No herbicides or chemicals 

• Cover crops between vine rows 
 
Packaging, Logistics, Energy & Community initiatives 

• Reduced bottles weight  

• Energy saving initiatives 

• Long-term worker contracts 
 
        PIETRADOLCE, Sicily 

Code Description Credentials Style 

R99170S Etna Bianco 6x75cl (O) (S) W 

R99220S Archineri Bianco 6x75cl (O) (S) W 

R99190S Etna Rosso 6x75cl (O) (S) R 

R99210S Contrada Rampante Rosso 6x75cl (O) (S) R 

R99230S Vigna Barbagelli Rosso 6x75cl (O) (S) R 

 
 
  

  

 
Michele Faro among the vines  

http://www.pietradolce.it/eng/home.html
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ITALY, TUSCANY, ORNELLAIA 
 
Owned by the Frescobaldi family, Ornellaia is one of the world’s most sought-after wines. The vineyards 
are in the foothills of Bolgheri, near to the Mediterranean coast amongst olive groves. Equalitas* 
certified, sustainable viticulture is an integral part of their production philosophy and is based on 
economic longevity, quality production and the enhancement of the heritage and landscape of the 
Bolgheri region.  
 
*EQUALITAS is the Sustainable Winery standard that certifies the steps taken towards sustainability in 
the Italian wine sector and sets out the requirements according to the three pillars of environmental, 
social and economic sustainability. Through technical, cultural and political resources, the standard 
brings together the best initiatives to establish an Italian model for sustainable quality at a global level. 
 
Sustainability Initiatives at Ornellaia 
 
Vineyard & Winery  

• Standard SOPD Equalitas* certified for sustainability 

• Promote biodiversity by planting olive trees in the vineyard 

• Practice grassing and crop cover between rows  

• No chemical herbicides 

• Water capture and re-use for irrigation  
 
Packaging, Logistics, Energy & Community initiatives 

• Lightweight bottles – 72 tonnes of total reduction vs 2020 

• FSC paper used for boxes and labels 

• Solar panels on property for energy generation 

• 60% female employees 

• Long-term worker contracts 

• Donations to historic monuments, hospital & cultural festivals in the area 
 
Future Sustainability Initiatives  

• Cellar heating by biomass fuel from organic stuff, e.g. branches, bark (2022) 

• Reduce bottle weight by 90 tonnes by 2024 (vs 2020 figures) 

• Paper-free office (2023) 

• Reduce water use in winery by 20% (2025) 

• Plastic packaging reduction by 20% (2025) 
 
        ORNELLAIA, Tuscany 

Code Description Credentials Style 

R84690S Le Volte Dell Ornellaia 2019 6x75cl (S)  R 

R85690S Ornellaia Serre Nuove 2019 6x75cl (S) R 

R73450S Ornellaia 2017 6x75cl (S) R 

R97640S Ornellaia 2018 6x75cl  (S)  R 

R97660 Ornellaia 2018 1x300cl (S)  R  

R16410S Ornellaia 2016 6x75cl (S) R 

R16450S Ornus Dell Ornellaia 3x50cl (S) Sw 

R00420S Ornellaia Eligo Grappa 3x50cl (S)  L 

R18360S Ornellaia Bianco 2018 3x75cl (S) W 

  

https://www.ornellaia.com/en/
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ITALY, TUSCANY, TENUTA DI CARLEONE 
 
Sean O’Callaghan – yes, he’s Irish! – is behind the wines at this estate. He prefers concrete to wood 
and is firmly low-intervention when it comes to wine making and the wines are a very pure expression 
of Sangiovese. The whole property covers an area of approximately 100 hectares of wooded hills, small 
rivers and fertile plains. Nestled in there are around 20 ha of mainly Sangiovese vineyards and more 
than 10 ha of old olive trees. 
 
Sustainability Initiatives at Tenuta di Carleone 
 
Vineyard & Winery  

• Organic Vineyard certification – 100% of estate is organically farmed 

• Biodynamic principles on most vineyards 

• Native yeasts and no fining agents used 

• Promotion of biodiversity  

• Water capture and re-use for irrigation  
 
Packaging, Logistics, Energy & Community initiatives 

• Long-term worker contracts 
 
Future Sustainability Initiatives  

• Reducing bottle weight 

• Further acquired vineyards are in organic conversion (2025) 
 
        TENUTA DI CARLEONE, Tuscany 

Code Description Credentials Style 

R11050S Carleone Chianti Classico 6x75cl (O) R 

R11020S Tenuta Di Carleone Il Guercio 6x75cl (O) R 

R11030S Tenuta Di Carleone Uno 6x75cl (O) R 

R13860S Tenuta Di Carleone Rosé 6x75cl (O) Ro 

 
Sean “ll Guercio” O’Callaghan 

 
 
 
 

  

https://www.tenutadicarleone.com/
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ITALY, VENETO , AGRICOLA MASI 
 
MASI is a long-established name in the Veneto region and is a name that’s instantly recognisable, 
synonymous with quality, tradition and innovation, especially for their single vineyard Amarone wines. 
MASI is owned and managed by the Boscaini family - the name MASI comes from the valleys that 
surround them in the Negrar, (‘Vaio dei Masi’) in the Valpolicella Classico zone. MASI have never been 
a company to stand still – they removed herbicides from their vineyards decades ago and in recent 
years, hold true to their sustainability values with a company-wide policy called “MASI Green”. Their 
philosophy derives from their long heritage – a family wine making business has to be sustainable, if it 
is to continue to be a family business for many years to come. MASI also own the historic estates of 
Serego Alighieri in Veneto and Bossi Fedrigotti in Trentino, who have been sustainably cultivating 
native, ancestral varieties for hundreds of years. In Argentina, half of their estate is left wild for 
biodiversity projects and all of the estate vineyards are certified 100% organic. 
 
Sustainability Initiatives at Agricola MASI 
 
Vineyard & Winery  

• Rainwater captured for irrigation purposes 

• No artificial herbicides or pesticides in the vineyards for many years 

• Natural substances or “green” fertilisers 

• Natural methods to protect against anti-parasites 

• Cultivation practices that improve the vine/environment relationship, favouring biodiversity to 
encourage the presence of organisms that naturally control vine parasites. 

• Pest control through natural means, such as pheromone ‘confusion’ and natural predators 

• Land left wild in Argentina for biodiversity projects – 50% of total acreage  

• Tupungato (Argentina) vineyards all organically certified 

• Regeneration of almost extinct native varieties like Oseleta and Corbina 

• All wines are suitable for vegans 

• Grapes are laid out on bamboo racks for drying after harvest, as bamboo is a washable, eco-
sustainable material that is good for maintaining the condition of grape bunches 

• An avantgarde filtration system means we avoid the use of invasive treatments and inert 
materials  

• Energy loss is prevented through the use of sensors to regulate illumination and temperature 
control 

• Waste liquid is purified before disposal, as necessary 

• All vineyards managed organically and some wines are certified organic 
 
Packaging, Logistics, Energy & Community initiatives 

• Launch of new range “Fresco di Masi” – 100% plastic free, lightweight bottles & organic 
certification 

• Wood used in packaging comes from certified sustainable forests 

• Careful design modifications have led to a reduction in the quantity of cardboard used in 
packaging 

• Lighter bottles have been used for some product ranges and where individual markets allow it 

• Masi belongs to projects which aim to recycle or re-use waste material, such as Rafcycle. 

• Long term contracts for workers 

• Certified in social responsibility, environmental protection and sustainable processes including 
water and energy management 

 

  
Oseleta grapes 

https://www.masi.it/en/masi-green
https://www.masi.it/en/native-grapes
https://www.masi.it/en/organic-wines
https://www.masi.it/en/social-responsibility
https://www.masi.it/en/certifications
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 MASI, VENETO   

Code Description Credentials Style 

R18290S Fresco Di Masi Blanco 6x75cl (O) (S) (PF) W 

R18300S Fresco Di Masi Rosso 6x75cl (O) (S) (PF) R 

R11720S Masi Levarie Soave Classico 12x75cl (S) (OV) W 

R58000S Masianco Pinot Grigio-Verduzzo 12x75cl (S) (OV) W 

R12180S Masi Modello Corvina 6x75cl (S) (OV) R 

R11730S Bonacosta Valpolicella Classico 12x75cl (S) (OV) R 

R11850S Toar Valpolicella Classico 6x75cl (S) (OV) R 

R11410S Masi Osar 6x75cl (S) (OV) R 

R11820S Masi Brolo Di Campofiorin IGT 6x75cl (S) (OV) R 

R11860S Masi Costasera Amarone 6x75cl (S) (OV) R 

R75160S Masi Costasera Amarone Riserva 6x75cl (S) (OV) R 

R75150S Masi Amarone Campolongo 6x75cl (S) (OV) R 

R11840S Masi Amarone ‘Mazzano’ 6x75cl (S) (OV) R 

    

 MASI ARGENTINA (Tupungato)   

R11950S Masi Passo Doble Malbec 6x75cl (O) (S) R 

R11980S Masi Passo Blanco 6x75cl (O) (S) W 

R11960S Masi ‘Corbec’ Malbec 6x75cl (O) (S) R 

    

 SEREGO ALIGHIERI, VENETO   

R11690S ‘Possessione’ Bianco 6x75cl (S) (OV) W 

R11710S ‘Possessione’ Rosso 6x75cl (S) (OV) R 

R11420S 
‘Montepiazzo’ Valpolicella Classico 
6x75cl 

(S) (OV) R 

R11440S 
Poderi Del Bello Ovile Toscana IGT 
6x75cl 

(S) (OV) R 

    

 BOSSI FEDRIGOTTI, TRENTINO   

R77240S Conte Federico Brut NV 6x75cl (S) (OV) Spkl 

R12190S Bossi Fedrigotti Marzemino 6x75cl (S) (OV) R 

R12200S Bossi Fedrigotti Teroldego 6x75cl (S) (OV) R 

 

 
The Boscaini family 
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ITALY – VENETO – SERENA WINES 
 
A sustainable company, accredited by Equalitas*, and producer of both organic and conventional wines. 
Based in the Veneto, we source Pinot Grigio and other popular varietals from Serena Wines.  
 
*EQUALITAS is the Sustainable Winery standard that certifies the steps taken towards sustainability in 
the Italian wine sector and sets out the requirements according to the three pillars of environmental, 
social and economic sustainability. Through technical, cultural and political resources, the standard 
brings together the best initiatives to establish an Italian model for sustainable quality at a global level. 
 
Sustainability Initiatives at Serena Wines: 
 
Winery  

• Management of the consumption of water, energy and gas. 

• Water is purified through the company water purification plant. 

• Staff are trained to reduce consumption and waste. 

 
Packaging, Logistics, Energy & Community initiatives 

• Numerous sports sponsorships in local region 

• A company project for the inclusion of disabled children in sports 

• Correct disposal of waste.  

• A paper reuse project for labels.  

• Cardboard packaging is FSC certified.  

• The bottles are made from largely recycled glass.  
 
* The Equalitas Sustainable Wine standard enables wine growers to adopt an internal Sustainability 
Management System and to prepare an annual Sustainability Report, assuring the ongoing 
improvement of its sustainability standards for clients and stakeholders alike. Objectives include the 
following: 
 

• Disseminate the culture of sustainability in the Italian wine growing industry, through support 
for the Equalitas-Sustainable Wine standard 

• Obtain recognition of the standard by large scale retail channels, in Italy and internationally 

• Spread the standard and its technical and cultural contents through all the Horeca distribution 
channels and the industry media 

• Obtain the recognition of the standard by all the standard-setting organisations (such as, UNI, 
ISO) and quality systems (e.g. MIPAAF) 

• Disseminate the Equalitas Sustainable Wine standard in the major global production markets, 
as a reference standard and a benchmark 

 

 SERENA WINES, Veneto     

Code Description 
Credentials Vintage Bottle 

Price 
Style 

 
  

https://www.masi.it/en/social-responsibility
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ITALY – VENETO – ENOITALIA 
 
Enoitalia have achieved commendable sustainability credentials over the last few years. The “Territory 
Indicator” measures impact on surrounding biodiversity, taking into account measures by the company 
to protect the environment, the social and economic impact and impact on local communities.   
 
Sustainability Initiatives at EnoItalia: 
 
Vineyard 

• Enoitalia is certified ISO 14001:2015 (Environmental management) 

• Enoitalia joined VIVA in 2018 (a project promoted by the Italian Ministry for the Ecological 
Transition, to achieve sustainability in viticulture). VIVA measures Water, Air and Territory 
impacts to accredit members on sustainability measures. 

 
Winery  

• “Water indicator” footprint to measure potential environmental impact from the use of fresh 
water. This includes water used and water polluted in the vineyard and winery 

• Installed water pressure reducers on all bottle rinsers to save drinkable water 

• “Air indicator” footprint to measure (direct or indirect) total GHG (greenhouse gas emission)  
 
Packaging, Logistics, Energy & Community initiatives 

• Reduction of plastic usage - all pallets wrapped using film reduced from 23 to 17 micron thick 

• All plastic shockproof packaging inside every label box replaced with a paper alternative  

• Use of FSC certified paper packaging - inclusion of the FSC logo on all cartons 

• Replacement of plastic cups with paper cups on all coffee dispensers (1.260Kg of plastic saved) 

• In 2021 Enoitalia recycled 92.6 tonnes of Label Roll Holders = estimated reduction of 176 
tonnes of Co2 equivalent 

• TON CO2 sequestration (2191,8 tons) by using natural corks rather than plastic 

• 405 tons of recycled glassine paper (holds self-adhesive labels on the roll) = 5265 trees saved 

• 93%+ of waste produced is sorted and sent for recycling 

• Sustainable supply chain sourcing – suppliers involved in humanitarian projects (donations) 

• Consistent Recovery of cork stopper waste for reuse in green building* 

• Support the young generations with training and educational events on sustainability and 
responsible drinking 

• Organisation of a Master of Wine 1st level (WSET) with Vinitaly International: 10 students from 
the Bardolino and Valeggio institutes awarded this specialisation course financed by Enoitalia.  

 
*A “green building” is a building that is designed and constructed with a balance between man, the 
environment and housing in mind, reducing the use of non-renewable materials and resources as much 
as possible. 

 
 ENOITALIA, Veneto   

Code Description Credentials Style 

R99380 Antonio Rubini, Pinot Grigio 12x75cl (S) W 

R11210 Borsari, Trebbiano - Pinot Grigio 12x75cl (S) W 

 

 
  

https://www.masi.it/en/social-responsibility
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LEBANON, BEKAA VALLEY, CHATEAU MUSAR 
 

Chateau Musar is located over 2 hours from its vineyards in the Bekaa Valley - When Gaston Hochar 
began making wine in 1930, the boundaries of Lebanon had not been set, and he wanted to ensure 
that his premises would be inside the newly demarcated country. He  was selected as Decanter 
Magazine’s first ‘Man of the Year’ in 1984 for his dedication to producing superb quality wines during 
Lebanon’s Civil War (1975-1990).  

The family's philosophy means that the 180 hectares of vineyards are managed with minimal human 
intervention, and all wines are made with this philosophy in mind. The vineyards of Chateau Mussa 
were certified organic in 2006, making it the first winery in Lebanon to be certified organic. Vineyards 
sit on the flanks of snow-capped mountains above 1,000 meters (3,000 feet) above sea level-  “away 
from people and without damage” since its inception. All grapes are hand-picked by the Bedouin 
between August and October. At Chateau Mussa, fermentation is done by wild yeast, using as little 
sulphur dioxide as possible, and Mussa red wines are never clarified or filtered.  

Sustainability Initiatives at Chateau Musar 
 
Vineyard & Winery  

• Biodiversity by planting almond, cherry, pine, olive and pomegranate trees 

• All wines are vegan friendly 

• CCPB certified – organic viticulture 
 

 
Packaging, Logistics, Energy & Community initiatives 

• Lightweight bottles (50% reduction) 
 

        CHATEAU MUSAR, Lebanon 

Code Description Credentials Style 

R00760S Chateau Musar White 6x75cl (O) W 

R79640S Chateau Musar 6x75cl (O) R 

R00730S Chateau Musar 2010 6x75cl (O) R 

R16320S Chateau Musar 2008 6x75cl (O) R 

R16310S Chateau Musar 2007 6x75cl (O) R 

R16300S Chateau Musar 2003 6x75cl (O) R 

R99440S Chateau Musar Half Bottle 12x37.5cl (O) R 

R79630S 
Hochar Père et Fils, Chateau Musar 
6x75cl 

(O) R 

R91910S Musar ‘Jeune’ White 6x75cl (O) W 

R91900S Musar ‘Jeune’ Red 6x75cl (O) R 

 
 
 

 
 

https://chateaumusar.com/
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NEW ZEALAND, MARLBOROUGH, ST CLAIR 
 
Saint Clair Family Estate is owned by Neal and Judy Ibbotson - viticultural pioneers in Marlborough 
since 1978. The grapes from their vineyard were originally sold, however they wanted to showcase the 
quality they had achieved in their vineyards, which led to the establishment of Saint Clair Family Estate 
in 1994. They are utterly committed to holistic sustainability in all aspects of wine production. 
 
Sustainability Initiatives at St Clair 
 
Vineyard & Winery  

• Sustainable Wine Growing New Zealand certification. Promotion of biodiversity  

• Reusable refillable jerry cans for vineyard additions instead of disposable plastic milk bottles 

• Crossflow filtration has significantly reduced need to use diatomaceous earth in the cellar 

• Old oak chips taken for mulch on gardens or for use in smoking 

• Energy efficient LED lights have been installed in all of our cellars 

• 50% of our forklift fleet is fully electric powered, while the other 50% runs on LPG set to ECO 

• Sensors installed in toilets so that lights and fans turn off automatically when not in use 
 
Packaging, Logistics, Energy & Community initiatives 

• All permanent staff have their own safety gloves to minimise use of disposable gloves 

• We recycle all of our paper, cardboard, plastic, glass, cans and screw caps 

• All soft plastic is recycled and encourage staff to bring theirs from home to recycle 

• All staff milk is in reusable glass bottles and coffee beans supplied in recyclable paper bags 

• We use Eco store brand for cleaning products in office/kitchen working areas 

• We are changing to lighter bottles for our Pioneer Block and Reserve range - 150gms lighter 

• We request minimal packaging when placing orders with suppliers 

• Where possible we re-use cardboard and bubble wrap from previous wine orders  

• Encourage our distributors and buyers to use ISO containers (not flexi tanks) -no plastic bags 

• Grape marc is distributed to local farmers for stock feed 

• Food scraps are composted or taken home by staff members for chicken feed 

• Staff engagement in a new native planting programme 
 
Future Sustainability Initiatives  

• A Green Team who maintain the 6Rs - Refuse, Reduce, Reuse, Recycle, Rehome, Rot 

• Green Month in November every year, where ideas are shared and staff are educated 
 

ST CLAIR, Marlborough 

Code Description Credentials Style 

R79060S Vicar’s Choice Sauvignon Blanc 12x75cl (S) W 

R79070S Vicar’s Choice Pinot Noir 12x75cl (S) R 

R18050S 
St Clair Premium Sauvignon Blanc 
12x75cl 

(S) W 

R79050S St Clair Premium Pinot Noir 12x75cl (S) R 

R18060S 
St Clair Pioneer Block Sauvignon Blanc 
12x75cl 

(S) W 

R18060S St Clair Pioneer Block Pinot Noir 12x75cl (S) R 

    

 
           The Ibbotson family 

https://saintclair.co.nz/
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PORTUGAL, DOURO, GRAHAM’S (Symington Family Estates) 
 
Graham’s port house is part of Symington Family Estates and has always been an industry pioneer. 
Founded in 1820, the company has been owned by just 2 families in its entire history (founded originally 
by the Graham family and acquired by the Symington family in 1970). They are members of the 
Premium Familae Vini, a grouping of eleven premium, leading family wine estates. Graham's was one 
of the first Port companies to invest in its own vineyards in Portugal’s Douro Valley in 1890 and is now 
at the cutting edge of innovation in winemaking techniques. Today, five Symington cousins share 
responsibility for every aspect of the company and personally make the Graham’s wines. Symington 
Family Estates are B Corp certified since July 2019. 
 
Sustainability Initiatives & Certifications at Graham’s (Symington’s) 
 
B Corp Certified 
Sedex Member (Ethical Trading Code) 
ISO 14001:2015 certificate Environmental Management 
ISO 14064:2018 certificate- Greenhouse Gas Emissions Report 
ISO 45001:2018 certificate – Occupational Health & Safety Management 
Kiwa Sativa certificate – Organic Farming 
International Wineries for Climate Action member 
 
Vineyard & Winery  

• Practice sustainable viticulture and wine-making  

• Smart irrigation 

• Adapt to climate change in the vineyard through water capture and re-use 

• Foster & protect biodiversity 

• Support local ecosystem regeneration – terracing preservation and forest regeneration 

• No artificial chemicals in the vineyard 

• Zero-pump wine transfers 
 
Packaging, Logistics, Energy & Community initiatives 

• Work towards zero carbon emissions (CO2 measurement scopes 1-3) 

• Use low-impact, recyclable packaging – regular audits on packaging 

• Plastic reduction 

• Recycling programme and policy 

• Lighter bottle weight (ongoing – 11 lines already reduced) 

• Develop energy-efficient buildings and wineries 

• Provide jobs that allow people to live with dignity and happiness 

• Create opportunities for the next generation 

• Advocate for the economic security of the communities where we work 
 
Future Sustainability Initiatives at Symington Family Estates 
 

Mission 2025  
 

• We have a cross-company team consisting of 4 working groups working on sustainability in 
4 key areas: 

o Viticulture and Biodiversity 
o Energy, Water and Buildings 
o  Packaging and Waste 
o Team & Local Community 
 

• We have measurable targets for 2025 in the following areas (targets): 
o Renewable energy (100%), CO2 reduction (-35% per litre wine bottled), Solar panels, 

Electric cars (100%), Resource  (energy) efficiency (-10% per litre wine bottled), water 
efficiency (-10% per litre wine bottled), Forest regeneration, Low-impact packaging, 
Local community initiatives, Social and environmental well-being, volunteering scheme 
(80% uptake) 
 

https://www.symington.com/sustainability
https://www.iwcawine.org/
https://www.symington.com/sustainability/mission-2025
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Graham’s Port, Douro 

Code Description Credentials Style 

R18290S Graham’s Vintage Port 2017 
(S) (OV) (VF) F 

R83470S Natura Organic Reserve Port 6x75cl (S) (O) F 

R81470S Quinta do Malvedos Vintage Port 
(S) (OV) (VF) F 

R80360S Graham’s Six Grapes Port 6x75cl (S) (OV) F 

R80370S Graham’s Fine Ruby Port 6x75cl (S) (OV) F 

R80360S Graham’s Late Bottled Vintage 6x75cl (S) (OV) F 

R97150S Grahams Late Bottled Vintage 24x20cl (S) (OV) F 

R96830S Graham’s 10 Y.O Tawny Port 12x20cl (S) (OV) F 

R81360S Graham’s 10 Y.O Tawny Port 6x75cl (S) (OV) F 

R79770 Graham’s 10 Y.O Tawny Port 1X4.5L (S) (OV) F 

R96840S Graham’s 20 Y.O T Tawny Port 12x20cl (S) (OV) F 

R80310S Graham’s 20 Y.O T Tawny Port 6X75cl (S) (OV) F 

R80320S Graham’s 30 Y.O. Tawny Port 6X75cl (S) (OV) F 

R80340S Graham’s 40 Y.O. Tawny Port 6X75cl (S) (OV) F 

R80390S Graham’s Fine Tawny Port 6x75cl (S) (OV) F 

R80300S Graham’s Fine White Port 6x75cl (S) (OV) F 

R81490S Mini Port Selection Pack 5x5cl (S) (OV) F 

R81510S Port 5x20cl Selection Pack (S) (OV) F 

 
  

  

 

  
 
 

 
 

  
Dominic Symington  
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SOUTH AFRICA, STELLENBOSCH, KANONKOP 
 
Kanonkop is a 4th generation family-owned wine estate in Stellenbosch’s wine heartland and is now in 
the hands of brothers Paul and Johann Krige. All Kanonkop wine is certified by Sustainable Wine South 
Africa (SWSA) and a certification seal appears on each bottle. Currently 94% of all producers in SA are 
certified sustainable. The name Kanonkop is derived from a hillock (kop) on the Simonsberg mountain 
above the wine estate from where, during the 17th and 18th centuries, a cannon (kanon) was fired to 
announce the arrival of sailing ships entering Table Bay. They specialise in elegant red wines made 
predominantly from Pinotage and Cabernet Sauvignon.  
 
Sustainability Initiatives at Kanonkop 
 
Vineyard & Winery  

• SWSA sustainable certification 

• Sustainable vineyard practices 

• Natural predators instead of pesticides 

• Promotion of biodiversity  
 
Packaging, Logistics, Energy & Community initiatives 

• Permanently employed workers  

• WIETA accredited (Wine and Agricultural Ethical Trading Association) 
• Solar panels on the estate 

• Water capture and re-use 
 
Future Sustainability Initiatives  

• All vineyards in organic conversion  - certification by 2025 
 
 

              KANONKOP, Stellenbosch 

Code Description Credentials Style 

R61680S Kanonkop Kadette Cape Blend 6x75cl (S) (OV) R 

R42050S Kanonkop Pinotage 6x75cl (S) (OV) R 

R62790S Kanonkop Paul Sauer 6x75cl (S) (OV) R 

R98170S Kanonkop Black Label Pinotage 6x75cl (S) (OV) R 

    

 
  

  

   
The Krige family 

 
 

https://www.kanonkop.co.za/winemaking/
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SPAIN, Familia Torres / SPAIN, Jean Leon 
CHILE, Miguel Torres / USA, Marimar Torres 
 
Familia Torres have been at the heart of sustainability and climate action for over 30 years, long before 
it was either topical or fashionable. Miguel Torres Senior has led the way in this field and the family are 
pioneers of regenerative agriculture, replanting of ancestral and native varieties, water saving initiatives, 
their own energy generation and carbon capturing initiatives. Familia Torres has set a target to become 
carbon neutral (#racetozero) by 2050 and are well on their way to achieving it. By the end of 2019, 
they had already achieved their 2020 target of reducing their carbon footprint by 30% and they have 
set a new target of 50% total carbon reduction by 2030. Co-founders of the International Wineries  for 
Climate Action (IWCA), Familia Torres are leading the way for the wine industry to make itself 
accountable on climate change and are not only experts, but also educators, on sustainability and 
climate action.  
 
Familia Torres are based in Penedès in Catalonia and also have vineyards in California and Chile. All 
of their estates are sustainably managed and organically farmed, with regenerative agriculture practices 
also underway.  
 
Sustainability Initiatives at Familia Torres 
 
Vineyard & Winery  

• Organic viticultural practices in all estate vineyards 

• Regenerative agriculture in vineyards 

• Replanting and regeneration of ancestral varieties 

• Water management – sustainable irrigation 

• Soil humidity measurement technology 

• Holders of the Sustainability code of the Chilean wine industry (Chile) 

• Fair for life certified (fair trade) 

• Vegan friendly 

• GHG inventory and report accredited 

• Founding member of International Wineries for Climate Action (IWCA) 

• Measure greenhouse gas emission (Greenhouse Gas Inventory) 
 
Packaging, Logistics, Energy & Community initiatives 

• Recycled cardboard boxes 

• 10% of total energy use generated by solar power (Chile) 

• 25% of total energy in Spain is self-generated (solar, geothermic and biomass)  

• 100% purchase of renewable energy  

• Electric vehicles 

• Fair Trade practices and certification in all wineries and estates 

• Biomass generators (recycling of cuttings and dead wood to generate energy) 
 
Future Sustainability initiatives 

• Reduce by 50% greenhouse gas emissions by 2030  

• Become a carbon neutral company worldwide by 2050 
 

  

https://www.torres.es/en/torres-and-earth
https://www.migueltorres.cl/en/
https://www.marimarestate.com/
https://www.masi.it/en/social-responsibility
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 SPAIN, MIGUEL TORRES     

Code Description Credentials Style 

R19680S Torres ‘Vardon Kennett’ Sparkling 6x75cl (S) (OV) Spkl 

R32570S Torres ‘Waltraud’ Riesling 6x75cl (S) (OV) W 

R11960S Torres ‘Floralis’ Moscatel d’Oro 6x50cl (S) (OV) W 

R76620S Torres ‘Pazo das Bruxas’ Albarino 6x75cl (S) (OV) W 

R65150S Torres ‘Verdeo’ Rueda 6x75cl (S) (OV) W 

R82230S Torres Fransola Sauvignon Blanc 6x75cl (S) (OV) W 

R75830S Torres Milmanda W 6x75cl (S) (OV) W 

R75880S 
Gran Coronas Cabernet Sauvignon 
12x75cl 

(S) (OV) R 

R75840S Celeste, Ribera del Duero Crianza 12x75cl (S) (OV) R 

R88690S 
Torres ‘Purgatori’, Costers del Sègre 
6x75cl 

(S) (OV) R 

R86880S Torres ‘Salmos’, Priorat 6x75cl (S) (OV) R 

R76490S Torres ‘Perpetual’ Priorat 6x75cl (S) (OV) R 

R11440S 
 ‘Mas la Plana’ Cabernet Sauvignon 
6x75cl 

(S) (OV) R 

R76420S  ‘Gran Muralles’ Conca de Barbera 6x75cl (S) (OV) R 

R85810 Torres ‘Reserva Real’ Penedès 6x75cl (S) (OV) R 

 

      

 SPAIN, PENEDÈS, JEAN LEON     

Code Description Credentials Style 

R18310S Jean Leon 3055 Rosé 6x75cl (S) (OV) Ro 

R87200S Jean Leon 3055 Chardonnay 6x75cl (S) (OV) W 

R87220S 
Jean Leon 3055 Merlot Petit Verdot 
6x75cl 

(S) (OV) R 

R87130S J Leon Vinya Gigi Chardonnay 12x75cl (S) (OV) W 

R87120S 
J Leon Cabernet Sauvignon Reserva 
12x75cl 

(S) (OV) R 
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CHILE, MIGUEL TORRES 

  

Code Description Credentials Style 

R82400S 
Santa Digna Sauvignon Blanc Reserve 
12x75cl 

(S) (OV) W 

R82510S Santa Digna Chardonnay Reserve 12x75cl (S) (OV) W 

R82530S 
Santa Digna Gewurztraminer Reserve 
12x75cl  

(S) (OV) W 

R82390S Santa Digna Cabernet Sauvignon 12x75cl (S) (OV) R 

R82470S Santa Digna Merlot Reserve 12x75cl (S) (OV) R 

R82520S 
Miguel Torres Cordillera Chardonnay 
6X75cl 

(S) (OV) W 

R76440S  Miguel Torres Cordillera Carignan 6X75cl (S) (OV) R 

R82360S 
Manso de Valasco Cabernet Sauvignon 
6x75cl 

(S) (OV) R 

R82670S Nectaria Botryised Riesling 6X37.5cl (S) (OV) Sw 

R16500S Las Mulas 0.0% Sauvignon Blanc 12x75cl (S) (OV) NA 

    

 
 CALIFORNIA, MARIMAR TORRES    

Code Description Credentials Style 

R82700S Marimar Torres Chardonnay (S) (OV) W 

R82710S Marimar Torres ‘Cristina’ Pinot Noir (S) (OV) R 

 
  

  

    

 
The Torres family 
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SPAIN, VINTAE 
 
Vintae is a modern company, made up of 70 people creating wines in 14 denominations of origin, 
including Rias Baixas, Navarra, Toro and Rioja, with a single goal: to make sustainable, terroir-
expressive wines that are accessible to wine lovers everywhere. Environmental sustainability and social 
responsibility have been genuine core values at Vintae since inception, not surprising in a business with 
a young  CEO, who has been running the business since the age of 23.  He says their priority this year 
is “to define and explain exactly what we do now, what we plan to do and how we will achieve these 
ambitions.  In other words, improving the communication of what we already do, and what we will do in 
the near and far future”. 
 
Sustainability Initiatives at Vintae wineries 
 
Vineyard & Winery  

• Certified “Wineries for Climate Protection” 

• Most vineyards are organically managed and many are organically certified 

• Bodega Aroa Navarra – organically certified 

• Bodega Hacienda Lopez da Haro – organically certified 

• Low intervention, minimal use of (if any) chemicals 

• Maintaining biodiversity in vineyards, both flora and fauna & regeneration of ancient vineyards 

• Retaining traditional use of agricultural land as mixed and diverse with figs, olives, old, often 
unknown vine varieties and wild herbs – not just grape monoculture 

• Minimal use of sulphur in all wines 

• Water capture and re-use at Bodega Aroa 
 
Future Sustainability initiatives 

• Project in place to look at reducing packaging waste and glass weights throughout the business 
 

 VINTAE WINES, SPAIN     

Code Description Credentials Style 

R10520S Atlantis Albariño, Rias Baixas 6x75cl (V) (OV) W 

R10450S Matsu ‘Picaro’, Toro 6x75cl (V) (OV) R 

R10460S Matsu ‘El Recio’, Toro 6x75cl (V) (OV) R 

R10470S Matsu ‘El Viejo’, Toro 6x75cl (V) (OV) R 

R10420S El Pacto, Rioja 6x75cl (V) (OV) R 

R10430S Camino Real, Rioja  6x75cl (OV) R 

R10440S Camino Real, Rioja Reserva  6x75cl (OV) R 

R10370S Lopez de Haro Rioja Blanco 6x75cl (S) (OV) W 

R10380S Lopez de Haro Rioja Rosado 6x75cl (S) (OV) Ro 

R10390S Lopez de Haro Rioja Crianza 6x75cl (S) (OV) R 

R10400S Lopez de Haro Rioja Reserva 6x75cl (S) (OV) R 

R10410S Lopez de Haro Rioja Gran Reserva 6x75cl (S) (OV) R 

R10510S 
Bodega Aroa Garnacha ‘Le Naturel’ 
Navarra 6x75cl 

(V) (OV) R 

R19080S Bodega Aroa Zero Zero Blanco (W) 6x75cl (V) (OV) NA 

R19090S Bodega Aroa Zero Zero Tinto (R) 6x75cl (V) (OV) NA 

 

  

https://vintae.com/en/
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USA, NAPA, GRGICH HILLS 
 
Grgich Hills Estate is an iconic Napa Valley winery, consistently producing world-class wines using 
sustainable, organically certified methods. Their mantra is that only healthy soil can promote healthy 
vines and that farming organically ultimately helps to prevent disease in the vineyard. Miljenko “Mike” 
Grgich first gained international recognition at the celebrated “Paris Tasting” of 1976. When their scores 
were tallied, the French judges were shocked: they had chosen the 1973 Chateau Montelena 
Chardonnay, crafted by Mike Grgich,  as the finest white wine in the world, against some top Burgundy 
wines. In 1977, Mike co-founded his winery with Austin Hills, in the Rutherford area of Napa and is 
renowned for his expressive, elegant wines.  
 
Sustainability Initiatives at Grgich Hills 
 
Vineyard & Winery  

• Organic vineyards and biodynamic practices used across the estate  

• Biodiversity with trees and crop cover between vine rows 

• Natural compost used to fertilise 

• Grazing animals and sheep for grass management 

• Bee keeping in the vineyard 

• Recycling policy 

• Energy saving initiatives 
 
Packaging, Logistics, Energy & Community initiatives 

• Lighter carbon footprint with lighter bottles 

• Recyclable materials used in packaging 

• Solar panels installed 

• Family-run business with long term employees 
 
Future Sustainability initiatives 

• In the progress of getting certification for regenerative agriculture (2023) 
 

 GRGICH HILLS, NAPA     

Code Description Credentials Style 

R12610S Grgich Hills Chardonnay 12x75cl (O) (BV) W 

R12600S Grgich Hills Cabernet Sauvignon 12x75cl (O) (BV) R 

R12620S Grgich Hills Zinfandel 12x75cl (O) (BV) R 

R12630S Grgich Hills Merlot 12x75cl (O) (BV) R 

 
 
  

  

 

 
               Mike Grgich and his children 
 
 

 
CHAMPAGNE, BOLLINGER 

https://www.grgich.com/
https://www.masi.it/en/social-responsibility
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Bollinger was the first Champagne house to be HVE certified in 2012 and they were also certified as 
"sustainable viticulture in Champagne" since 2014. Regulatory and voluntary commitments mark out 
this Champagne Bollinger, one of only a few major Grande Marques to holistically focus on sustainability 
in their efforts to mitigate against climate change. Champagne Bollinger have applied for BCORP 
status, the most highly respected sustainability accreditation across all industries, which involves 
achieving the expected targets regarding the environment, energy and water use in the work place, 
governance, accountability, fair working practices and social and community enterprises, among other 
requirements.  
 
Sustainability Initiatives at Champagne Bollinger  
 
Vineyard & Winery  

• Certified sustainable 

• Reduction in the consumption of herbicide (reduced by 85% in 5 years)  

• Weed plots for biodiversity purposes 

• Mechanical weeding implemented  

• Vineyard management including plant protection, fertilisation and soil maintenance 

• Preservation of landscape and biodiversity 

• Waste management and sorting 
 

Packaging, Logistics, Energy & Community initiatives 

• High price for grapes 

• Long-term and established grower contracts for grapes 

• Long-term employment contracts 

• Community projects and support initiatives 
 
Future Sustainability initiatives 

• In the progress of getting BCORP certification 
 
 

 CHAMPAGNE BOLLINGER   

Code Description Credentials Style 

  (S) Spkl 

  (S) Spkl 

https://www.masi.it/en/social-responsibility
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CHAMPAGNE, AYALA 
 
Champagne Ayala is 100% owned by Champagne Bollinger and also certified sustainable. The head 
winemaker is Caroline Latrive, who is passionate about sustainability.  
 
(For information on credentials, see Champagne Bollinger pg. 58) 
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TREASURY WINE ESTATES 
 
A case of big can be better – headquartered in Melbourne, Australia, the powerhouse of TWE are the 
custodians of some very premium wine brands (Penfolds, Beaulieu Vineyards, Sterling, Beringer). They 
have partnered with the not-for-profit organisation Plastic Oceans Europe to raise awareness of issues 
around plastic pollution in our oceans and to support plastic clean-up initiatives. 
  
TWE have also made conscious supply chain and packaging choices to minimise environmental impact 
when creating the Coastal range. This includes sourcing and shipping European wines in bulk to 
minimise shipping miles and emissions, using light-weight bottles and labels made from 100% recycled 
paper. The wines are also certified as suitable for Vegans.  
 

 
 
 


